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ABSTRACT 

Vapex (vapor extraction) is a relatively new process for the recovery of heavy oil and 

bitumen that involves the injection of a vaporized solvent to reduce the viscosity of the oil. 

The diluted oil is then allowed to drain into a production well under the influence of gravity. 

It is a potentially economic process that can be applied to resewoh that are not suitable for 

thermal recovery method. In addition, the process has the potential to sequester greenhouse 

gases, and is capable of in situ upgrading of heavy oil. 

The primary objective of this research was to identifjr the main processes governing the 

interfacial mass transfer of solvent into bitumen. The influence of convective dispersion 

and concentration-dependent-difkivity on mass transfer in Vapex was examined. This 

research began with experiments in Hele-Shaw cell to verify the validity of the existing 

analytical models of Vapex. Experiments in Hele-Shaw cell revealed that a convective 

dispersion due to momentum variation is created which in turn enhances the mass transfer 

of solvent into bitumen. 

The research was then extended to experiments in Sandpack to investigate the role of 

convective dispersion in porous media. Due to the existence of sand particles making up the 

porous media, the nature of the dispersion is different than that in Hele-Shaw cell. Results 

of the sandpack experiments conducted in this work and the experiments reported by others 

revealed that the dispersion in Vapex was considerably more pronounced than what would 

be predicted from the correlations reported in the literature. A new correlation 

incorporating the viscosity ratio and the Peclet number was developed and validated against 

the available experimental results. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Description 

Several experimental studies have shown that the extraction of heavy oil and bitumen using 

vaporized hydrocarbon solvents (Vapex) is a technically viable alternative to thermal 

recovery methods (Butler & Mokrys 1989, Butler & Mokrys 1991, Butler & Mokrys 1993, 

Mokrys & Butler 1993, Das 1995, Das & Butler 1998, Das 1998). In this process, a 

mixture of solvent vapor is injected into the reservoir via a horizontal well and the diluted 

low viscosity oil is produced by gravity drainage into a horizontal production well. The 

solvent is also recovered and recycled. The schematic illustration of this process is shown 

in Figure- 1.1. 

Figure-1.1: Schematic illustration of the Vapex process. 



Due to its higher energy efficiency, in-situ upgrading, lower environmental pollution, lower 

capital costs etc. vapot extraction is superior to steam processes. The process is also 

suitable for ofiGre operations, for thin, low permeability reservoirs and those uaderlain by - .  

large aquifers, which are w t  amenable to C-t thennal recovery processes (Das 1998, 

Dm & Butler 1998, Nghiem et al. 2000). 

In spite of its apparent great potential (based on laboratory results), same important aspects 

of the process are not l l l y  understood to make reliable predictions of the field scale 

behavior. The most important factor among these is the rate of mass transfer across the 

gas-liquid interface. Majority of the analytical models used currently is based on the 

assumption of -ion into a stagnant liquid layer with constant molecular diffusivity and 

tends to grossly under-predict the rate of solvent dissolution. 

Laboratory experiments have shown that the oil production rates in physical model tests 

using reservou sand can be several times higher than the rate predicted by the simple 

diffusion model ( Das & Butler, 1998). Possible reasons for this enhancement could be: 

The increase in molecular difFusivity with solvent concentration (due to decreased oil 

viscosity). 

Increase in the gasloil interfacial area due to presence of a saturation transition zone at 

the interface. 

Enhanced mass transfer due to convective dispersion in porous media. 

Propane and butane are perceived to be the most promising solvents to yield the highest 

recovery rates for Vapex @as, 1995). However, there is a relative merit in assessing the 

feasibility of utilization of Green House Gases (GHG) like C& in the Vapex process. 

Atmospheric concentration of GHGs has substantially increased as a consequence of fossil 

fuel combustion and other industrial activities. It is thought that increasing GHGs would 

increase the energy input to the earth and hence global warming is thought to occur. 



Injection of greenhouse gases into subsurfke strata is perceived to be one of the alternative 

techniques to minimin atmospheric emissions of greenhouse gases. However, due to 

uncertainties sssq~iated with estimation of recovery rates in Vapex, the implications of 

utilhtion ofvspex process for sequestration o f  greedmuse gases are yet to be detedned. 

13 O b j ~ e s  of the Research 

I- Investigation of basic mass transfer mechanisms controlling the recovery rate in Vapex. 

2- Developmeat of an improved mathematical model for better prediction of recovery 

rates in Vapex. 

3- Assessment of feasibility of utilization of Green House Gases (GHG) such as C@ in 

the Vapex process. 

This thesis is prepared in 8 chapters. Chapter 2 serves as a general introduction to the 

vapor extraction (VAPEX) mechanism and historical evolution of the process. The basic 

principles of mass transfer used for mathematical modeling of Vapex in Hele-Shaw cell and 

porous media by earlier research are discussed in detail. Moreover, this chapter highlights 

the discrepancy between the estimated recovery rates by the existing analytical models aud 

the recovery rates measured by experiments in porous media 

Chapter 3 describes the role of diffhion and convective dispersion in enhanced mass 

transfer in porous media. Incorporation of longitudinal and transverse dispersion can 

improve the quality of the estimated recovery rates by Vapex in porous media This 

chapter also compares the existing analytical models for estimation of molecular diffusion 

coefficients of solvents in bitumen. 
- 



Chapter 4 reviews the development of mass transfa theories for bituminous systems and 

highIights the strong dependency of diffusion on solvent concentration, over the entire 

concentration -e. r-. 

Chapter 5 presents an investigation of interfacial mass transfer for Vapex process through 

experiments in Hele-Shaw cell. The experiments in this section highlight the differences 

between the existing analytical models, for estimation of diffkion coefficients and their 

impact on the estimated recovery rates. Moreover, the results of the experiments suggest 

that convective dispersion is a viable mechanism for enhanced mass transfer in Vapex, even 

in the Hele-Shaw cell environment. 

Investigation of interfacial mass trausfer for Vapex in porous media is presented in Chapter 

6. This chapter utilizes the results of experiments in various sandpack models to establish a 

relationship between the enhanced mass transfer and parameters controlling dispersion and 

tiiffision process in porous media. 

Chapter 7 presents an overview of the historical emissions of greenhouse gases in Canada 

and Alberta, and investigates the feasibility of utilization of greenhouse gases and 

particularly C02 for improved oil recovery in Vapex. 

Conclusions, important observations and recommendations for firture tests are presented in 

chapter 8. 



LITERATURE REVIEW 

Injection of various miscible solvents for improved recovery of conventional oil has been 

investigated for several years. However, utilization of solvents for recovery of heavy oil is a 

relatively new subject. Allen et al. (1974) presented a huff Bt puff technique that injects 

propane or butane into a ceU of Athabasca tar sand in cycles. 

VAPEX process (Vapor Extraction) was introduced into the literature by Butler et al. 

(1989), as an alternative technique for recovery of heavy oil and bitumen. This process, 

which is a solvent-leaching gravity drainage mechanism, reduces the viscosity of heavy oil 

by the addition of a solvent into the bitumen as shown in Figure-2.1. The solvent in this 

process behaves similar to steam in Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) and the 

diluted biturnen to the heated bitumen (Butler et al. 198 1, Butler & Stephens 198 1, Butler 

1994), as shown in Figure-1.1. Solvent is injected through a horizontal well into the 

reservoir. A horizontal producer is drilled right below the injector. Similar to SAGD, a 

vapour chamber is formed around and above the injector that ~ K W S  in time as more oil is 

produced. The diluted oil flows within the diffusion layer and toward the producer, under 

the influence of gravity. Vaporised solvent results in a larger density difference and hence a 

greater driving force is created. 

Butler and M o w s  (1989) carried out their first set of experiments in a Hele-Shaw cell to 

confirm that such system is a direct analog of the SAGD process. Experiments were run at 

room temperature and atmospheric pressure, utilizing toluene as solvent and Athabasca and 

Suncor Coker-Feed as bitumen. Dissolution of solvent resulted in a significant viscosity 

reduction for both bitumen samples as shown in Figure-2.1. However, viscosity reduction 

was higher for the bitumen of a higher original viscosity. They also observed that as time 

progresses, the drainage height decreases, convection currents within the cell slow down 

and the interface transforms into a smooth S-shaped flat curve. 



They conduaed several experiments at different cell permeabilities (cell spacing). Their 

results confirmed the theoretical relationship between the drainage rate and the square root 

of cell permeabag. They also observed that the drainage rate is a linear hction of square 

root of bitumen height as shown in Figure-2.2. 

TOLUENE CONCENTRATION 
WEIGHT % 

Figure-2.1: Reduction of bitumen viscosity by toluene. 

(After Butler & Moluys, 1989) 
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Figure-2.2: Bitumen dminage rate vs. cell height. 

(After Butler & Mows,  1989) 

A theoretical model was developed by Dunn et al. (1989) to investigate the effect of C02 

and ethane injection for recovery of bitumen under gravity drainage in glass bead packed 

cells. This approach was mainly tailored around the SAGD process. The recovery rate 

with C& was considerably higher than that with ethane. However, the recovery rate was 

still not as attractive as with propane or butane, which were tested later by Butler and Das 

(1 995) and Das (1 995). Instead of the thin film theory (explained in subsequent sections), 

Dunn et al. considered the concentration distribution across a unit element from C, 

(maximum solvent concentration at solvent-bitumen interface) to Cs=O at infinity. 

Although the mathematical formulation for concentration distribution is more rigorous and 

is considered to be more accurate, this approach is not significantly better than the thin film 



theory. Dunn kt al. adopted an approach similar to SAGD (constant thermal difbsivity vs. 

temperature) and neglected the strong concentration dependency of molecular difhsivity. 

Assumption of akmstant thermal diffbsivity in thermal recovery is valid due to the 

practical range of temperatures involved in such processes. 

Butler and M o b s  (1991) extended their earlier experiments on VAPEX to simultaneous 

injection of solvent and hot water. The driving force behind this idea was mainly to 

improve the efficiency of recovery by bridging the two processes of VAPEX and SAGD. It 

was noted earlier that without the injection of hot water, the latent heat due to condensation 

of vapor would c a w  some warming (Butler & Mobs ,  1989). However, the associated 

viscosity reduction was still too low to cause an appreciable improvement. Instead, Butler 

and M o b s  (1 991) suggested an intermediate heating in the range of 40-70°C. This would 

be perceived economically more attractive in comparison to conventional SAGD process, 

due to lower heating costs and smaller heat losses. Several experiments were run in a 

packed cell of glass beads at different temperatures. At the start of each experiment, hot 

water was injected alone and shortly a*, oil production dropped to zero. At that point, 

propane vapor was injected, while maintaining hot water injection. Figure-2.3 presents 

cumulative oil production before and after propane injection. Note that the cumulative oil 

production after propane injection is almost ten times of that prior to propane injection (hot 

water only). 

Figure-2.4 shows that the relationship between the rate of recovery upon injection of 

propane and the vapor chamber temperature is linear. Butler and Moms (1991) attributed 

the increased oil recovery to recycling of the solvent, by re-vaporization of propane under 

the presence of hot water, at the bottom of the cell. This process is shematidly illustrated 

in Figure-2.5. Although, these results seemed to be better than earlier experiments, the low 

drainage rates and high solventioil ratio were not promising enough for an economically 

viable project. 
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Figure-23: Cumulative oil production by hot water injection in v a p n  
(From Butler & M o m s ,  1991) 
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Figure-2.5: Schematic illustration of vapedhot-water process. 

(From Butkr & Mokrys, 1991) 

Butler and M o b s  (1993) carried out their research on potential problem areas of VAPEX, 

using a large physical model. In this work, the emphasis was on asphaltene precipitation, 

rates, recoveries and gadoil ratios. Experiments with hot water and propane injection were 

repeated as before and cumulative oil recovery exhibited more or less the same trend as 

those in the previous experiments, as shown in Figure-2.6. 

Asphaltene deposition resulted in in-situ upgrading of oil. The injected propane near its 

dew point mixes preferentially with the lighter components of the crude, while the heavier 

residues are left behind as asphaltene deposits. As an example, the viscosity of Tangleflags 

oil was reduced to 20% of its original value by propane injection. The glass beads were 

consolidated in a series of parallel dark stripes by precipitation of asphaltene on their 

surfaces. However, such deposits did not hinder the flow of oil. 



mmcmnm(hn) 
Fipm2.6: Performance of Vapes I Hot-water pmcess, for Tangleflags crude. 

(From Butler & Moms, 1993) 

Perhaps, the reduced viscosity of oil partially compensated a lowered permeability of the 

consolidated beads, resulting in a drainage that appeared to be unimpaired. Injection of 

gaseous solvent resulted in minimum asphaltene drop out. This in-situ upgrading of heavy 

oil has potentially significant cost saving benefits during transportation and surface 

processing of the crude. They suggested that the addition of some non-condensable gas to 

the solvent might reduce asphaltene precipitation while maintaining a high recovery rate. 
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To assess the feasibility of Vapex process without hot water injection, Butler & Mokrys 

(1993) conducted a set of experiments in the absence of water. Interestingly, dry propane 

injection resulte&in higher projected field rates in comparison to hot water-propane 

injection- The p&ked-cell experiments (Butler & Mokrys, 1991) with hot water-propane in 

a cell with height of 7cm had resuited in a reported field production of Q=O. 1035 bbl/day/ft. 

On the other hand, dry propane injection in packed cell (Butler & Mows,  1993) with a cell 

height of 21.7cm resulted in a scaled rate of w.1825 bbl/day/ft. Mathematical model 

(that will be explained in subsequent sections) had shown that production rate is 

approximately proportiod to the square root of drainage height, i.e. 

Direct comparison of the reported recovery rates with respect to the height and permeability 

of the cell suggest that hot water does not have a significant impact on the rate of recovery 

of the VAPEX process. The poor performance of hot water could be partly caused by 

water-shielding effect, as noted by Das and Butler (1996). In that regard, the scaling 

criteria used by Butler and Mokrys (1991) to transform laboratory results into field scale 

equivalents might not hold in the presence of hot water. 

Suitability of ethane as an alternate solvent was examined through similar procedures with 

identical crude (Butler & Mobys, 1993). The cumulative oil recovery was about half of 

that for typical propane run and the viscosity of the recovered oil remained unafZected. 

Moreover, the magnitude of viscosity reduction by injection of pentane was the same as 

that for propane. 

Das (1995) developed the earlier mathematical model for diffusional mass transfer in 

porous media, accounting for system porosity and residual saturation in the swept zone. He 

also introduced the concept of Vapex Parameter "a", for quantitative measure of the relative 

rates at different conditions. Similar to Butler's Ns parameter, Vapex parameter 



incorporates all the reservoir parameters (excluding the reservoir height) and physical 

properties of the solvent-bitumen pair at the desired temperature and pressure. 

Mathematically, @e Vapex parameter is defined as: 

Das (1995) carried out his prelimiaary studies in Line Source Hele-Shaw cell using 

saturated propane. He noticed asphaltene precipitation and drainage of diluted oil in a 

series of single steps. Asphaltenes were deposited on the wall of the cell as parallel 

ribbons, whenever solvent condensation occurred, under operating pressure and 

temperature- He noticed that asphdtene precipitation does not reduce the flow of oil. 

Indeed, he noted that asphaltene drop out results in in-situ upgrading of the oil and an 

increase of up to 50% in recovery speed. He noticed that production rates are proportional 

to the square root of permeability. He also investigated the impact of pressure cycling on 

recovery rates, by imposing sudden changes on injection pressure. The back-calculated 

Vapex parameter fmm cycles at higher pressure were almost twice larger than tho= at 

lower pressure. He concluded that higher pressure results in higher solvent solubility and 

hence higher recovery speed, provided that the vapor chamber is filled with a non- 

condensable gas. Presence of non-condensable gas assures maximum density difference 

between the vapor chamber and the diluted oil and hence gravity drainage is maximized. 

Das (1995) continued his work by carrying experiments in sandpack. He noticed that 

extraction rate in porous media is 3 to 5 times faster than the predicted values by analytical 

models. He attributed the increased recoveries in porous media due to extended interfacial 

area of contact, increased solubility, capillary imbibition and surface renewal. 

Interestingly, the recovery rates in porous media, similar to Hele-Shaw cell, exhibited a 

linear relationship with the square root of permeability, as shown in Figure-2.7. 



Figure-2.7: Experimental stabilized flow rate versus cell permeability. 

(After Das, 1995) 

Das (1995) also investigated the upward leaching of the oil by injection of solvent at the 

lower side of the cell containing a layer of bottom water. In this scenario, the injected 

solvent moves through the less viscous water easily and spreads itself under the oil and 

higher contact area is created. Due to counter current flow of solvent (moving upward) and 

oil (falling down), more mixing will occur and recovery rates are higher. He also noticed 

that extraction rates for Peace River bitumen and Lloydminster heavy oil are comparable, 

while the original viscosity of the two oils differs by more than an order of magnitude. 
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2-1 Analytical Model of Vapes in Hele-Shaw Cell 

The mathematical'inodel developed by Butler d M o b s  (1989) is based on extraction of 

bitumen by solvent in a Hele-Shaw cell model, adopting a thin film mass transfer 

formulation. The model consists of two p a d e l  plates separated by a distance b, 

representing a porosity of +=I .0 and permeability of k=b2/12. The corresponding mass 

balance in the diffusion boundary layer under steady-state condition is given by a one 

dimensional diffusion equation as: 

C, = Solvent concentration (volume k t i o n )  

5 = Perpendicular distance h m  interface 

D = Molecular m i o n  coefficient for solvent 

U = Velocity of advancing interface, perpendicular to diffusion boundary layer 

dddg = Concentration gradient for solvent within diffusion layer 

A small portion of bitumen-solvent interface is shown in Figure-2.8. Solvent concentration 

at the outermost edge of the diffusion layer (towards solvent) is at its maximum (C,= C, 

at e=O), while solvent concentration at the innermost edge (towards bitumen) is at its 

minimum (Cs= C- at c-), for oil to become mobile. It is also assumed that dissolved 

gas concentration profile ahead of the interface and within the bulk of the bitumen is near 

steady state (i.e. &/at = 0). Assumption of a steady-state solvent mass transfer into the 

bitumen in a closed system might not hold, as the concentration gradient is dynamically 

changing in time. It is important to mention that this model assumes zero residual oil 

saturation ( S o d )  in the zone swept by solvent. 



1 

Chamber 

Bitumen 

Figure-2.8: Vertical cross section of Vapex model through salute/solvent interface. 

(After Butler & Mokrys, 1989) 

One of the main assumptions used to simplify the solution for this model is a steady-state 

pressure gradient in the direction of flow within the m i o n  layer. In that regard, the 

following simplified form of Brinkman equation (Bird et al., 1966) is used: 

In the above formulation, 'V' is the average velocity vector along the interface, v is the 

parabolic velocity profile within the thickness of the cell and 'w' is variable distance within 

the Hele-Shaw cell spacing. The left-hand side of the above equation is the gravitational 

force and the first term on the right-hand side is viscous drag force. The second term in 
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right-hand side accounts for viscous forces due to variation of velocity gradient in the 

direction peqmdicular to inner d a c e  of Hele-Shaw cell. Butler and M o b s  (1989) 

neglected the se&d order differential, d2v/db2, for closely spaced plates of Hele-Shaw 

cell, where flow strictly remains laminar. For most practical permeabilities encountered in 

oil reservoirs, this assumption is correct and analogous to Darcy flow. 

They assumed that flow of diluted oil exclusively takes place in the *ion layer with a 

volume fhction of solvent dissolved in it. Therefore, bitumen flow rate is expressed as: 

They considered that at 5 =O (the lower limit of integral) solvent concentration is at its 

maximum value C- , and is equal to the solubility limit of solvent within bitumen at the 

prevailing pressure and temperature. At the other end of the thin-film where 6 %- (the 

upper limit of integral), solvent concentration is at its minimum Cmin value where oil 

becomes mobile. The above assumption would be valid only for bitumen systems where 

the oil is immobile without the solvent @as & Butler 1996). Should the oil in question be 

of some limited mobility, these assumptions need to be modified. Even if the dependency 

of viscosity as a hct ion of temperature and concentration is incorporated properly, the 

volumetric oil flow rate without addition of solvent should be deducted from the recovery 

rate with solvent, to determine the net flow rate due to the solvent. Combining equations 

(2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) gives: 

kgsine c ~ ~ p ~ ( ~ - ~ s )  dcs= kg sin 8 
Q b =  PC, u Ns 

c- 

Where, 



Since Ns is directly related to physical characteristics of thc solvent-bituwn system, Butler 

& Mokrys (1989) mention that at constant pressure and tempmtue, Ns should be eonstant. 

Das (1995) c a l ~ ~  the Vapex parameter (a modified folm of Na for numerous 

experiments in Hele-Shaw cell. The d t s  of this calculation shown in Figure-2.9 indicate 

that Vapex parameter indeed remains constant within the limit of experimental error. 

Fiire2.9: Computed values of Vapex parameter for Werent positiolls and times. 

(After Das, 1995) 



Figure-2-10 represents the relationship between oil production and boundsuy layer position. 

The crosshatched area represents the cumulative oil produced during time 'Y at ordinate 

"y" and mathematically represented through the following relationship: 

HORI ZONTAL DISTANCE X 

Figure-2.10: Schematic presentation of cumulative m o v e  y vs. inted'ce position. 

(After Butler & Mokrys, 1989) 

Rearranging equation 2.8 by taking its derivative with respect to time "t" and distance "y" 

respectively yields: 

Finally, Butler and Mokrys express the geometric relationship between principal velocity 

vector U, and the advance of boundary layer in X-direction as 



U = aX/dt sine 

Combining equ&6n (2.6). (2.9) and (2.10) results in: . 

Q = - kg$ASoNs (aQ/ay) 

Where, 

Equation (2.1 1) can be integrated with respect to the above boundary conditions to obtain 

flow rate as: 

Note that in equation 2-10, for any value of 0, the interface velocity U would be smaller 

than ax/&. In other words, it implies that ax/& is the principal vector of velocity. 

However, in reality U is the main vector with two projections in X and Y direction. This 

complication arises from the fact that Butler and Mobys tend to simplify the model by 

solving it in one dimension only. In that regard, they had no other choice but assuming that 

growth of the vapor chamber and hence the advance of boundary layer is exclusively in X- 

direction. Under such assumption, ax/& becomes the principal vector of velocity and its 

projection U, perpendicular to interface becomes smaller. It is noteworthy, that similar 

analogy is used in SAGD formulation (Butler, 1994). 

Laboratory experiments of SAGD and Vapex in Hele-Shaw cell resulted in slightly lower 

rates of recovery as opposed to the predicted values by Butler's model. Over-estimation of 

velocity component in the X-direction (as noted above) and assumption of a steady-state 

process can possibly contribute to such discrepancy. Butler (1994) reduced the constant 

term '2" in equation 2.12 to "1.3" to improve the quality of history match. Had the 

solution been developed in 2-D, it is very likely that there would have been no need for the 



above-mentioned modification and correction for the location of interface curves by the 

TANDRAIN assumption (Butler and Stephens, 198 1). Figure-2.1 1 presents the typical 

location of the boundary layers before and after Tandrain correction. 

I I 1 A 
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OIYENSfiOMLL88 W 

After Tandnin correction 
7 

6 

DIMINUONL~U X 

Before Tandnin correction 
2 

Figure-2.11: Position of solutdsohent interface, before and after Tandrain correction 

(After Butler & Stephens, 1981) 
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2-2 Aaaiytid Model of Vapex in Porous Medh 

Earlier mathematical models for Vapex were based on Hele-Shaw cell performance. To 

obtain meaningf61fi,tedictions for field conditions, a scaling procedure was outlined by 

Butler & Mokrys (1991) and adopted by other authors to convert the Hele-Shaw cell results 

to reservoir condition (Butler 1991, Das & Butler 1995, Jiang 1997). The predicted 

production rates were not promising enough to be viable for field implementation. 

However, there was still a great need to develop the relevant equations for porous media 

Das (1995) modified the earlier VAPEX model, incorporating an apparent difficsion 

coefficient D,, of solvent in bitumen in presence of porous media and a cross sectional 

area 'A', at solvent bitumen interface. Therefore, equation 2.3 was reformulated as: 

Das related the intrinsic molecular diffusion Do to apparent diffusion coefficient D, in 

porous media by following relationship: 

Where "m" is the cementation factor which is a measure of consolidation of rock. Other 

sources in literature (Perkins and Johnston, 1963) indicate that this relationship is rather as 

follows: 

F is the formation electrical resistivity factor. Formation electrical resistivity factor, as 

suggested by Archie (1942) is related to porosity, cementation factor "m" and the constant 

"a" by the following equation: 



Satisfactory results are obtained using equations with a4.81 and m=2 in sands and a=l and 

m=2 in compacted formations. Within their normal ranges of application these exponents 

are slightly different from the so-called Humble fonnula where a=0.62 and m=2.15. Other 

values of cementation -or are shown in Table-1 (Archie, 1942) as a firnction of rock 

lithology. The values of formation factor F, in this table are computed based on assumption 

of an average porosity of e0.30 and coefficient of a=l. 

Table-2.1: Experimental values of cementation factor vs. rock lithology. 

I -  Assuming a=l and w.30 

As the cementation factor increases, the grains making up the rock become more 

consolidated and hence, the apparent diffusion coefficient based on Equation-2.14b will be 

successively smaller than molecular d W i o n  coefficient. Note that all the experiments for 

Vapex are conducted in unconsolidated sandpacks, where the value of m is considerably 

smaller than for consolidated reservoir rocks. In that regard, the apparent diffusion 

coefficient in sandpack is only about 70% of the intrinsic molecular diffirsion coefficient, 

i.e. l/F+=0.7. This concept is schematically illustrated in Figure-2.12. 

1/w 

0.70 

0.62-0.55 

0.49-0.43 

0.3 8-0.34 

030-0.24 

Rock Description 

Unconsolidated rocks 
(loose sands, oolitic 1 imestone) 
Very slightly cemented 
(Gulf coast type of sands, except Wilcox) 
Slightly cemented 
(most sands with 20% porosity or more) 
Moderately cemented 
(highly consolidated sands, 15% porosity or less) 
Highly cemented (low porosity sands, quartzite, 
limestone, dolomite of intergranular porosity, chalk) 

m 

1.3 

1.4-1.5 

1.6-1.7 

1.8-1.9 

20.-2.2 

F' 

4.78 

5.4-6.1 

6.9-7.7 

8.7-9.9 

1 1.1-14.1 
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Figure-2-12: The effct of a tortuous path on apparent d b i o n  coefficient. 

Inserting the coefficients for compacted fonnation (a=l and m=2) into equation (2.14-b) 

results in: 

The difference between equation 2.14-a and 2.14-c can be explained by the statement by 

Perkins (1963) that "In the oil industry, the apparent d i m i o n  coeflcient in a porous 

medium, D,, is usually based on the average cross sectional area open for d i m i o n  and 

the overall length ". Therefore, Das could have excluded the 4 term in equation 2.14-b, 

assuming that the molecular difhsivity term D has already accounted for porosity eEect. 

Das combines equation (2.14-a) and (2.1 3) to get 

The remainder of the derivation is similar to that of Hele-Shaw cell as explained before. 

Therefore, Das reformulates the recovery rate in porous media as: 



Development of the mathematical model of Vapex for porous media based on equation 

2.1- results in the following relationship: 

The above formulation assumes that the effect of porosity and tortuousity are explicitly 

incorporated in calculation of Ns parameter. Therefore, N, parameter is calculated based on 

an effective diffusion coefficient in porous media, which is externally correlated to a pure 

molecular diffusion coefficient and convective dispersion multipliers in porous media The 

methodology used to incorporate the diffusion and dispersion effects is explained in detail 

in subsequent chapters. 

2-3 Influence of Porous Media on Vapex Process 

To study the effect of porosity on Vapex process, Das and Butler conducted a series of 

experiments in a packed cell of glass beads and Ottawa sand utilizing Butane as solvent. 

The results indicated that flow rates obtained h m  packed cells were up to an order of 

magnitude higher than valws predicted from a Hele-Shaw cell model modified for porous 

media @as 1995, Das and Butler 1995, Das and Butler 1998, Das 1998). They suggested 

several factors contributing to increased recovery rate in porous media. These factors are: 

a- improved interfacial contact @oth at the leading front of the boundary layer and in the 2- 

phase region behind it), 

b- increased rate of solubility and effective d ih iv i ty  

c- enhanced surface renewal by capillary imbibition and development of transient mass flux 

at the bitumen interface (vapor non-wetting) 

d- enhancement during the rising of the solvent chamber (mixing by counter-cumnt flow) 



However, the above-mentioned factors have not been incorporated systematically into a 

reliable mathematical model for prediction of recovery rates in Vapex. 

One of the main differences between Hele-Shaw cell and sand packed models is that 

residual oil saturation in the extracted Vapex chamber in Hele-Shaw cell is zero, whereas in 

packed model this value might not be zero. Moreover, a transition zone (hereafter referred 

to as 2-phase region) is formed &om the onset of the minimum solvent saturation at 

bitumen interface (Leading Front), towards the extracted zone at maximum solvent 

saturation due to capillary forces. This concept is schematically illustrated in Figure-2.13. 

Figure-2.13: Schematic illustration of mass transfers, for Vapex in porous media. 
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Das end ~ut lkr  @as 1995, Das and Butler 1998) noted that the extent of the gas-liquid 

interfhce becomes more dispersed in finer sands. They suggested that as the solvent- 

bitumen interhce :moves away, the oil left behind is sti l l  in contact with solvent in the 

chamber. Therefore, after a long residence time the solvent concentration increases, the 

Surface tension decreases and in turn, the gravity forces exceed the capillary forces and 

hence the diluted residual oil falls. 

Das and Butier (1995, 1998) also suggested that enhancement of the process at the leading 

h n t  is due to increased rate of d a c e  renewal by capillary imbibition. Based on this 

theory, as soon as oil is diluted, it is drawn away from the interface by the adjacent 

capillary pore in the extraded sand matrix. The bitumen stdace is refieshed and a renewed 

transient m i o n  flux (higher than steady-state flux) is established. This procedure 

repeats in cycles. Das (1995) suggests that solvent does not need to penetrate a long 

distance to access fkesh bitumen. Therefore, in an attempt to close the aforementioned 

discrepancy between the analytical and experimental data, they include the combined effect 

of all those parameters into an effective difbion coefficient D e ~ .  Finally, they managed to 

reconstruct the desired history match on recovery rates, utilizing effective diffusion terms, 

up to an order of magnitude higher than apparent diffusivity DqP, where: 

To examine the impact of surface tension on enhanced surface renewal, Das (1995) 

computed the surface tension of mixture of Peace River bitumen with propane and butane 

using modified Bmck-Bird correlation (1955) by H Y S ~  software. The calculated 

surface tension of this mixture as shown in Figure-2-14, decreases from 34 to 13 dyndcm 

(60% reduction) as the mass fiaction of solvent increases fiom zero to 0.25. However, he 

did not elaborate to relate these results with a mathematical model for prediction of 

enhanced recovery rates. Therefore, it would be an interesting task to cross correlate the 

effect of capillary pressure with recovery rate, over a wide range of porosity. 



Figure4.14: Surfnce tension vs. sotvent concentration. 

(From Das, 1995) 



W R T H R E E  

THE RO-LE OF DIFFUSION AND DISPERSION IN VAPEX 

Performance of the Vapex process is directly related to the amount of solvent dissolving 

into bitumen. In a steady state process, the rate of recovery in the transition zone (2-phase 

region) needs to be balanced with that in the leading h n t  of the boundary layer. Unless 

the leading boundary layer delivers the expected amount of oil into the 2-phase region, the 

combination of al l  the processes within the 2-phase region would not be able to produce 

more than the delivered oil volume by the leading fiont. This means that enhancement of 

mass transfer at the leading front is a priory for improved recovery rate in the 2-phase 

region. In other words, mass transfa of the solvent at the leading boundary layer is the 

limiting factor of interfacial mass transfer. Therefore, the combination of all the processes 

in the 2-phase region only tends to inauence the thickness of the m i t i o n  zone, rather than 

influencing the rate of mass transfer. 

It is noteworthy that, with the exception of molecular diffusion and transverse dispersion 

that are present almost everywhere in the system, the remaining mechanisms are 

predominantly prevailing only within the 2-phase region. Particularly, intedacial tension 

and capillary forces become a material issue in the force balance of a two-phase region 

only. At the leading fiont, mass transfer exclusively occurs in a single-phase environment 

where interfacial tension and capillary forces are absent. Therefore, the parameters 

controlling the mass transfer at the leading front appear to be diffusion and dispersion only. 

3-1 Dispersion Process 

Earlier estimates based on a mass transfer model, which is onIy comprised of molecular 

diffusion alone, could not explain the desired high recovery rates in porous media (Dm et 

al. 1989, Das and Butler 1995, Das 1995, Das and Butler 1998). Therefore, it appears that 

at least a secondary mechanism (like convective dispersion) should be incorporated into the 

mass transfer model to address the observed high recovery rates in porous media. Almost 



all investigetois initiaily overlooked the enhanced mass transfa in Vapex due to dispersion 

phenomena 

Dunn et al. (1989) hed pointed out the possibility of increased recovery due to dispersion. 

Although the application of dispersion coefficient improved the rate of recovery of their 

analytical model by almost an order of magnitude, they were not able to address the 460 

times discrepancy with respect to some of their experimental results. Part of this 

discrepancy might be due to the fact that they used a constant m i o n  coefficient, 

independent of solvent concentration. Depending on the solubility limit of the solvent under 

prevailing pressure and temperature, the estimated diffusion coefficients as a function of 

concentration can change by almost two orders of magnitude. Complications due to 

existence of connate water as the second phase and/or human error are other possibilities 

that might have caused such a large discrepancy. 

Lim et al. (1996) used an effective m i v i t y ,  2-3 orders of magnitude higher than 

molecular diihsivity to history-match their experimental results in sandpacks. They 

mentioned that the mechanism relating to an increase in diffusivity is not well understood. 

But, they had pointed out physical dispersion as one of the most viable processes governing 

the enhanced mass transfer in porous media. 

Nghiem et al. (2000) developed an Equation of State compositional simulation model for 

prediction of asphaltene dropout and assessment of downhole upgrading capability of 

bitumen by Vapex. They incorporated molecular diffusion aud convective dispersion into 

their material balance. They used a constant dispersivity coefficient, as a direct multiplier 

to the phase velocity (rather than Peclet number) in their numerical modeling. They 

mentioned that the mixing mechanism is effectively controlled through a total dispersion 

coefficient. They also showed through sensitivity analysis that larger dispersion 

coefficients mult in higher mixing. However, they did not elaborate on the criteria for 

selection of the most appropriate coefficient. 
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Although arbitrary multipliers might provide a good history match to some laboratory 

experiments, they might fail to provide a reasonable match for different solute-solvent pair 

or formations of different lithological characteristics. Therefore, a more rigorous and 

systematic approach in selection of such multipliers is necessary to provide a more reliable 

estimation of the recovery rates. This aspect of the dispersion is of significant importance, 

since the economic prospect of the project is directly controlled by the recovery speed. 

3-2 Longitudinal and Transverse Dispersion 

The mass transfer in Vapex, similar to other mass transfer processes in porous media, is 

comprised of two components, the longitudinal and transverse dispersion. Longitudinal 

dispersion develops along the direction of the bulk flow in systems where both solute and 

solvent are flowing in the same direction. Downward movement of diluted oil along the 

interface will cause longitudinal dispersion in the same direction and transverse dispersion, 

perpendicular to the direction of bulk flow and into the bitumen. This process is 

schematically illustrated in Figure-3.1. 

Figure-3.1: Development of longitudinal and transverse dispersion vs. bulk flowm 



Transverse dispersion was earlier perceived to be the sole mechanism controlling the 

improved delivery of solvent into the bitumen bulk in Vapex process (Personal 

conversations with Dr. Ashok Singhal, Petroleum Recovery Institute (PRI), Calgary- 

Canada, July 1999). However, later on it was rralized that indeed both longitudinal and 

transverse dispersion are actively present in 2-D models of Vapex experiments. 

Blackwell (1962) conducted a series of experiments in a sand-packed column to investigate 

the microscopic dispersion, where one fluid is displaced from a porous media by a second 

fluid, which is miscible in the first. In this work, transverse dispersion coefficients were 

measured for a range of flow rates, grain sizes, fluid viscosities and column lengths. They 

compared the results of experiments by plotting the experimental dispersion coefficients 

divided by molecular difhion, &/DO vs. mass transfer Peclet number, dPU/DO. The results 

of these experiments presented in Figures 3.2 to 3.4 indicate that transverse dispersion is 

independent of column length and fluid viscosity and rather a strong hc t ion  of fluid 

velocity and average particle radius. 
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Figure-3.2: Examination of eff it  of viscosity on dispersion in 40-200-mesh sand. 
(After Blackwell, 1962) 



Figure-3.3: Examination of effet of und size on transverse dispersion coefficient. 
(After Blackell, 1962) 
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Figure-3.4: Examination of effect of column kngth on dispersion in 20-30-mesh sand. 
(After BlackweU, 1962) 



Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MEU) of the Vapex process (Fisher et al. 2000) as shown in 

Figure-3.5, indicates existence of a fb~el-shaped zone of oil with dissolved gas in a 2-D 

model. Enlargement of the zone of increased gas concentration towards the lower side of 

the model is caused partly by the expected increase in the volume of flow with increasing 

distance from the top of the model and partly by the fixed location of the production well. 

It indicates that as the diluted oil moves down the interface, the vertical velocity decreases 

and the horizontal velocity vector increases slightly. 

Figure-3.5: MRI image of Vapex using Athabasca bitumen and propane, T=17 'C. 
(After Fisher et a)., 2000) 
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In a region where both diffusion and dispersion are present, the overall mass transfer is  the 

summation of both -ion and dispersion components. Perkins & Johnston (1963) 

present relationships for estimation of o v d l  mass transfer unda the influence of 

longitudinal and kamverse dispersions as shown in Equation-3.1 and 3.2 respectively. 

where vdpo < 50 
Do Do 

0.0157 where v d ~ n  < lo. 
D o  Do 

Mo lccutar Convective 
Diffusion Dispersion 

where, 

& = transverse dispersion coefficient 

KI = longitudinal dispersion coefficient 

dp = particle diameter 
CJ = inhomogeneity faftor 

DO = molecular d i f i ion  coefficient 
V = convective fluid velocity in the direction of bulk flow 

The first term of both the above equations corresponds to molecular diffusion component of 

mass transfer as a hct ion of formation factor and system porosity. The second term is the 

dispersion component, expressed in terms of the product of Peclet number NR, and a 

multiplier. The Peclet number is a dimensionless parameter, which in the mass transfer 

theory is expressed as a function of particle diameter, bulk fluid velocity end molecular 

diffusion coefficient. The particle diameter is primarily used to characterize the size of the 

flow channels in the porous media Although a characteristic radius, more directly related 

to the actual pore size distribution is desirable, the average particle radius is determined 

readily by sieve analysis and appears to adequately characterize the size of the flow 

channels for many types of porous media (Blackwell, 1962). The inhomogeneity index a, 



is a constant value for a given media and expresses the degree of variation in pore size 

distribution. For typical rendom packs, a is usually about 3.5 (Perkins and Johnston, 1963). 

However, a may he larger for poorly packed beads or a bit smaller for larger beads. The 

two multipliers o f  the above disprsion components (0.5 and 0.0157) are numbers that 

previous investigators have found during laboratory investigation of dispersion phenomena 

in unconsolidated sand or bead packs (Aris and Amundson 1957, Blackwell 1962, Perkins 

and Johnston 1963). 

The above relationships indicate that in a system whm petrophysicd parameters (Archie's 

constant 'a', cementation factor 'm', porosity '+') are available and the dependency of 

molecular d imion  coefficient and mixture viscosity to solvent concentration are known 

(D,=f (C,) and p= f (Cs)), velocity distribution in a 2-D model can be used to compute the 

corresponding longitudinal and transverse dispersion coefficients. 

In the absence of a 2-D model, the only mass transfer mechanisms, which are capable to 

deliver solvent to the bulk of the bitumen, would be molecular diffusion and transverse 

dispersion. In reality, enhanced mass transfer due to longitudinal dispersion increases the 

concentration of solvent along the intetfbce. The increased concentration at any level along 

the interface provides more solvent to be transported to the bulk of bitumen under the 

influence of transverse dispersion. In that regard, no matter how small is the convective 

velocity, the larger coefficient of longitudinal dispersion makes its presence on the overall 

mass transfer noticeable. Therefore, in a 2-D model, the influence of longitudinal and 

transverse dispersion is necessary. As the shape of the interface changes in time, the 

orientation of the velocity-vector V, and its projections in X and Z-duections change. 

Therefore, utilization of a two dimensional model provides a better representation of 

dispersive mass transfer. 
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Note that in the absence of velocity terms, I<I and I& would be reduced to their minimum 

vahes, equivalent to Dw tnm in equation 2.14-b. Moreover, it should be emphasized that 

the diffusion coefficients in the above equation are exclusively the intrinsic diffusion 

coefficients of solute in solvent, rather than overall difkion coefficients. The overall 

diffusion coefficient incorporates both the pure molecular diflbsional mass transfer as well 

as the transport term due to mion-inducad-eonve*ion. However, since in our model the 

convective velocities are formulated separately, the intrinsic difhsivities should be used 

instead. This concept is explained in more detail in Chapter-4. 

3-3 D f i s i o n  Coefficient in Vapex 

It is important to mention that mass transfer theories utilize "Solute" & "Solventy' 

terminologies in a diffmnt context than that used in oil industry. In mass transfer theories, 

Bitumen (comprising the bulk of the mixture and accommodating the molecules of propane 

at smaller mass W o n )  for example, would be ref@ to as Solvent, whereas propane 

would be the Solute. However, in the context of this work we maintain the consistency 

with the established norm in oil industry and refer to propane as the solvent. 

There are several theories for estimation of diffusion coefficients for liquids and gases in 

the literature. Predictive theories of diffusion are not as well developed for liquids as they 

are for gases (Schmidt, 1989). Many of these theories are built around the kinetic 

phenomena in liquids. However, because of the arbitrary assumptions involved in 

treatment of kinetic forces, none of these theories are quite satisfactory in predicting the 

correct dihivi t ies  for bitumen systems (Oballa & Butler, 1 989). 

Correlations on the basis of molecular theory use the Stokes equation to determine the force 

on a sphere of a molecule immersed in a fluid. In dilute solutions of spheres in Newtonian 

fluids, the force acting on spheres moving through the fluid is directly proportional to the 

number of spheres in solution and inversely to the viscosity of the fluid they move through. 

In that regard, the dependency of diffusivity to concentration can be expressed as D= aP-@, 
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where viscosity dynamically changes as a fitnction of concentration. In this relationship, 

coefficients of a & $ depend on the characteristics of the solute/solvent pair. Table-3.1 

summarizes some of the correlations for estimation of molecular m i o n  coefficients. 

Tablc3.1: Comparison of correlations for estimation of liquid difhsivities. 

I Reid n al. (1987) 

L 

1 ~ = a @  I Hayduk & Cheng (1 971) 

D = 7.4 x loJ  OM)^.' T p-l vaas6 Wilke & Chang (1955) 
All Solutes 

I Das & Butler (1996) + 

Butane, Peace River Bitumen 

-9 -0.545 D=0.0591~10 p 

D = 1.306 x lo4 p 

Haydulc et al. (1973) 
Propane, Peace River Bitumen 
Das & Butler (1 996) * 
Propane, Peace River Bitumen 

I I 

- Units are: 5 ( mZ/s ) ; p = ( Ps ) 
** - Unitsarc: D=(cm2/s);  p=(cp) 

D = 13.3 x lo4 T v:~' p (l0uv.-0.791) 

Many authors assume that the product of viscosity (p) and diflbsivity @) is a constant, 

which might be a  valid assumption for ideal mixtures. But as soon as there is deviation 

fiom ideality (e.g. concentrated solutions), this relationship does not hold anymore. 

H a y d ~  - (1982) ** 
Normal Paraffin Solute/Solvent 

Schmidt (1989) summarized a number of correlations for estimation of binary difision 

coefficients in concentrated solutions. Almost all these correlations are defined as a 

fimction of diffusivity at infinite dilution. In the absence of experimental data at infinite 

dilution, it is possible to use binary diffusion coefficients of diluted solutions and predict 

the diffusivity at concentrated range. However, Schmidt noted that there are several 
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different possibilities for this approach and most of the existing correlations have not been 

tested yet. 

Where theoretical correlations fail to provide reliable estimates, experimental approach can 

be used to measure molecular a i v i t y .  In general, the end user should examine the 

relevant assumptions controlling the validity of each correlation in regard to the particular 

case under hidher investigation. 

Figure-3.6 presents the estimated molecular ditrusion coefficient of propane into Panny 

heavy oil as a hction of solvent concentration based on three different correlations. Note 

that the estimated diflkivities by Das and Butler (1996) are more than an order of 

magnitude higher than those estimated by Hayduk et a1 (1973) and Hayduk & Minhas 

(1982) comlations. The primary reason for this difference is that Das and Butler used a 

and p coefficients (through an optimization procedure) that provide a better history match 

to their experiments in Hele-Shaw cell. In that regard, any additional mechanism that could 

have affected the experimental rates of Vapex in Hele-Shaw cell is overlooked. 

It is noteworthy that the coefficients proposed by other researchers were derived h m  a 

large database of experiments that were primarily dedicated to measurement of molecular 

diffusion coefficient. Needless to say, utilization of arbitrary coefficients might result in 

estimation of inappropriate diffusion coefficients. Therefore, in the absence of additional 

information, there is a greater likelihood that the coefficients of a and $ by Hayduk at al. 

and Hayduk and Minhas provide a more reliable estimate of true diffusive characteristic of 

solute/solvent pair. 

Prior to any further discussion on this topic, it is important to review the following 

terminologies in the mass transfer theory. 



Figure-3-6: Dependency of intrinsic diffusivity on propane concentration, Panny oil. 

Self-Diffusion Coefficient: Refers to diffusion of a single component within itself due to 

the Brownian motion of the molecules. 

Intrinsic Diffusion Coefficient: In concentrated solutions and/or solutions that the 

molecular sizes of solute and solvent are significantly different, convective currents are 

created. Under such circumstances, the overall mixing of the two components (overall 

transport) is both under the influence of the induced convection and a pure molecular 

diffusion term, the so-called intrinsic molecular diffusion coefficient. In some 

experimental measurements of diffision¶ the combined effect of the two processes is 

measured in terms of an overall m i o n  coefficient. Therefore, introduction of intrinsic 

diffusion coefficient helps to separate these two effects. 

Overall Diffusion Coefficient: The overall diffusion coefficient represents the net result of 

diffusion process and the bulk flow rate of the solvent/solute mixture. The bulk flow is 



created due to convective forces created under the influence of concentration gradients, in 

concentrated solutions. Introducing the idea of intrinsic diffusion coefficient can separate 

these two (experimentally dependent) mass transfer coefficients. 

Aaaueat Diffusion Coefficient: The apparent m i o n  coefficient in porous media is 

usually based on the average cross-sectional area open to diffusion and the distance 

traveled by the molecules. Due to the tortuous paths in porous media, the actual average 

distance that molecules move is la~ger than the net distance between the two points. 

Therefom, apparent &ion coefficient is smaller than the intrinsic m i o n  coefficient. 

This concept is schematically illustrated in Figun-3.7. 

The multiplier relating the intrinsic difhsion coefficient to apparent diffusion coefficient is 

controlled by system tortuousity, as shown by equation 2.14-b. This multiplier can be 

determined e d y ,  if the corresponding petrophysical parameters as listed in Table-2.1 

are known. In the Hele-Shaw cell where porosity is lW!, tortuousity is zero and the 

apparent diffusion coefficient is equal to intrinsic molecular diffUsion coefficient. 

1.0 
R A t l O  C ~ E O I G ~ E D  OV A SrMCLE 45. 
F L O W  YODEL (SEE E Q U A T I O N  1 )  

. 
- - 8 -  - I *-*-----.- -- - 

, : 
0.1 "'E ' ." . @ -..a 0. 

0 VAN UAVEL (531 

0.t 0.4 

F R A t t I O l  POROSITY 

Figure-3.7: The effeft of a tortuous path on apparent diffusion coefficient. 

(After Carman, 1939) 



Effective Difhrpon Coefficient: The recovery rates h m  experimental tests in porous 

media were obsc~ed to be higher than the estimated values h m  molecular m i o n  

coefficients. T h h f o ,  e f fdve  diffusion coc5cient was introduced to incorporate the 

combined e f f i  of all the parameters that can potentially result in higher mass transfer in 

Vapex in porous media At low fluid velocities where Peclet number is almost zero the 

longitudinal and transverse dispersion effkcts are absent and therefore, the effective 

m i o n  coefficient becomes equal to apparent diffusion coefficient 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

MODELING AND MESAUREMENT OF DIIWUSION COEFFICIENT 

- IN CONCENTRATED SOLUTIONS 

Several investigators have expressed numerical values for diffusivity of different 

substances in bitumen and heavy oils. However, the reported values appear to be constant 

and independent of solvent concentration (Fu & Pbillips 1978, Schmidt et al. 1982, Schmidt 

1989, Riazi 1996, Zhang et al. 1998). Moreover, many of the quantitative examination of 

the di£hsion process are conducted either in the regions of high or low solvent 

concentration (Schmidt, 1989). The primary objective of this section is to review the 

development of mass transfer theories for bituminous systems and highlight the strong 

dependency of d W i o n  coefficient on solvent concentration, over the entire concentration 

range. 

Hutcheon et al. (1952) presented a methodology for measurement of inter-cliffision of 

polyvinyl acetate with a series of solvents at intermediate concentration. They mentioned 

that in systems where solute and solvent have considerable difference in molecular size, the 

rate of true diffusion should be much slower for larger molecules (e.g. bitumen and 

polymer) than that for smaller molecules (e.g. solvent). However, as the solvent molecules 

diffuse into the polymer, its volume increases and as a result produces an apparent diffusion 

of the polymer species into the solvent phase. In their experiments, they placed the solute 

and solvent in a transparent static diffusion cell, as shown in Figure-4.1, and determined the 

rate of overall diffusion by measurement of refractive index with a monochromic light 

passing through the cell. The concentration of solvent is determined from the relationship 

between the refractive index and concentration, as a function of cell coordinate. 

Hutcheon et al. (1952) showed that intrinsic diffbsion coefficient of polymer could be 

neglected in their experiments. This enabled them to calculate the intrinsic diffusion 

coefficient of the solvent. They observed that the overall (mutual) diffusion coefficient 



att- a maximum value at intermediate polymer concentrations (as shown in Figure-4.2), 

whereas intrinsic diffusion coefficient is continuously increasing. 

Low Mokcuhr 
Weight Solvent 

Fiprc-4.1: Static d-ion cell. 

Mutual diffusion coe€ficient for acetone-polyvinyl acetate as a 
concentration and temperature, (After Hutcheon et al., 1952) 

function 



Hayes and Park (1955) conducted a set of experiments for measurement of -ion of 

benzene in rubber. Similar1yY they observed maximum values of overall diffitsion 

coefficient at intghediate concentrations, as shown in Figure-4.3. However, they noted 

that variation of .the viscosity with concentration is very much larger than variation of 

difkion coefficient. 

b I 
Mutual difhuion coefficient D(V) 

0 Intrinsic diffiion coefficient of benzene 

- 

a d  

M 

D 

Volume fraction of benzene, V. 

Figure-4.3: Mutual and intrinsic diffusion coefficient of benzene in rubber. 
(After Hayes & Park, 1955) 



ObaUa and Butler (1989) adoptd the same methodology and applied it for measurement of 

diffusion in bitumen-toluene systems, utilizing a vertical cell with closely spaced flat 

windows. ~onc&itration distributions were measured by means of pulsed laser beam in 

vertical direction. The d t s  of the experiments indicated strong depemdency of -ion 

coefficients on concentration. 

Figure4.4 presents the measured overall cliffhion coefficient from a series of experiments 

by Oballa & Butler. The perfect overlay of all the points &om different runs on a single 

curve suggests that overdl diffusion coefficient is not depended on cell spacing. They 

utilized the seLfkiBbsion coefficient values ( h m  litcnmne) and back calculated the 

intrinsic diffusion coefficients for bitumen and solvent, as shown in Figwe-4.5. 

06 
0 0 Q 1 Q I O , Q I O b W Q 7 0 . ~  

VOLUME PRACISON W 8SSWR4 

Figure-4.4: Overall difhrsion coeflicient for toluene-bitumen system. 
(After Oballa & Butler, 1989) 



Fiyre-4.5: Intrinsic D W u s ~ t y  of toluene in bitumen 
(After Oballa dk Butler, 1989). 

Oballa and Butler observed peak intrinsic difiivities at intermediate concentrations. This 

behavior was contrary to the expected trend, and they attributed that to formation of 

transient asphaltene structures. Existence of asphaltene as the third phase violates the 

assumption of a binary diffusion process. However, a later work for measurement of 

intrinsic difbivity of C02 in bitumen by Upreti (2000), reproduced similar behavior at 

intermediate concentrations. 
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In this work, Upreti injected known amount of gas into a closed vessel at constant 

temperature. Tbe gas, which is placed on top of a bitumen sample, gradually diffwd into 

the bitumen. -.to difkion of gas into the bitumen, the total moles of fiee gas in the 

space above the bitumen decreased. T&e reduced moles of free gas are measured in terms 

of transient pressure decay in time. Since the d a c e  area of the vessel is known, it is 

possible to relate this pressure decay to intrinsic molecular diffusivity of the gaseous 

solvent 

0.40 . 
.I 

0- base case8 & = 0.04408 w- = 0.0515 - ' i--:. 
, .r I 

l 

i *.?. by 1 %, I- = 0.0408, W- = 0.0518 ---- ' 
j *{. 

0 . s  D J  $ - 
.r 

PI .- p,,, more by 1 %, I- = 0.052'7, w- = 0.05 13 ---- -- :'. .. 
t 4 

.I 

3 O/o, I-=O.O6S3, ww =O.OS00 ----- " - 

I n a 

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.0s 0.06 
W 

Fipre-4.6: Intrinsic Difisivity of C& in Athabasca bitumen at 4 MPa. 

(After Upreti, 2000) 



Figure46 presents the calculated intrinsic molecular mivit ies vs. C@ concentration by 

Upreti. Note that the peak m i v i t y  in this plot is developed at concentrations around 

C4.003 (w/w). 'Considering the large molecular weight of the bihlmen used in the 

expiments, its likely that this number corresponds to concentrations close to C4.01 

(VW. This number is considerably smallet tban the solvent concentration of 45% (VN)  

for peak intrinsic difhivity in Oballa & Butler's work. The main difference between the 

two systems is that toluene-bitumen are completely miscible, whereas C02-bitumen have 

limited solubility. Therefore, the observed concentration at peak intrinsic difkivity is 

either due to the solubility limit of solvent into bitumen, or is indicative of a wide variation 

of behavior of intrinsic diffirsion coefficient at intermediate concentrations, for different 

solute-solvent pairs. 

It is important to mention that the asymptotically increasing values of intrinsic diffusivity 

vs. solvent concentration, as suggested by analytical correlations of Table3.1, are different 

than the trends obtained by Oballa (1989) and Upreti (2000). On the other hand, the 

propane solubility hardly exceeds concentrations in excess of 25% by mass @as & Butler, 

1996) (40 % by volume). Therefore, there is a great likelihood that for the practical I:-.ges 

of solvent concentration, analytical correlations might exhibit id %a1 t; :.f to 

experimental values and provide a reasonable estimate of molecular diffus i:- coefficients. 

Earlier, on the discussion of dispersion effects in porous media, it was seen that the 

magnitude of intrinsic difhion coefficient could considerably atfect the dispersive mass 

transfer through computation of Peclet number. Therefore, the validity of observed peak 

difbivity over the complete concentration range should be examined further. This can be 

of greater importance for Miscible processes where solvent concentration can be as high as 

100%. 

The remainder on this chapter deals with reviewing the development of analytical 

relationship used for calculation of intrinsic diffusion coefficients from experimentally 

measured overall di fhivities. 



4-1 Intrinsic Diflirsion Coefficient 

During difkion of solvent into bitumen, the small molecules of solvent tend to diffirse 

faster than the  molecules of bitumen. As a result of m i o n  of solvent into 

bitumen, the pressure within the bitumen system increases and causes a bulk flow of 

bitumen into the solvent-rich section ( Hutcheon et al., 1952 ). In a static di&sion cell, the 

net flow of solvent in the Z direction is the sum of the diffirsional flux of solvent -D,Zs/tZ 

and the flux of solvent carried by the bulk flow uC,. To satisfy volume conservation, this 

net flow must be equal to the flow of bitumen transferred by diffusion and bulk flow as 

follows: 

The Left-hand side (LHS) of equation 4.1 is the net flux of solvent downward and the RHS 

corresponds to net bitumen flux upward. Ds and Dt, are intrinsic diffusion coefficients for 

solvent and bitumen respectively and are generally functions of concentration. The first 

term in each side of this equation corresponds to diffusion mass flux whereas the second 

term corresponds to convective bulk flow. Equation 4.1 can be rearranged in terms of bulk 

flow velocity, assuming constant volume upon mixing (i-e. excess volume = 0.0) such that 

C, + Cb = I .  0 (i.e. concentrations are volume hction). 

From equation (4.2) it becomes obvious that in systems with identical intrinsic molecular 

difhsion coefficients, the &&ion-induced-convection velocity is nearly zero. However, 

in solvent-bitumen system where the difference between the molecular size of solute and 

solvent is large, intrinsic &-ion coefficient of solvent is substantially higher than that of 

solute and hence the velocity term is significant. It is important to mention that in a 

particular system, both diffusion coefficients (Ds and Ds) as well as velocity "u" will be 

functions of concentration. Incorporating the diffusion and convection terms into the 
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volume balance across a unit element AZ, r d t s  in the following one-dimensional pseudo- 

steady-state equation. 

If individual values for intrinsic m i o n  coefficients @J and h) or the inter-relationship 

between Ds and & are known for a solventlsolute pair, it is possible to proceed with the 

solution ofthe problem. However, neither of them is usually known. Therefore, laboratory 

techniques are used to measure the overall difkivity and utilize andytical correlations to 

determine the intrinsic m i o n  coefficient. 

4-2 Dependency of Intrinsic to O v e d  D i f f u s ~ t y  

In a static diffusion cell, as shown in Figure4.1, the plane of Z=0 is the sharp interface 

between the two components at zero time. As time goes by, the fluids tend to move to the 

other side and hence diffuse into each other. Due to volume consemation in the system, the 

sum of both flows must be equal to zero. In that regard, the diffusion coefficient of solvent 

into bitumen 0,) is equal to the diffusion coefficient of bitumen into solvent Doh. 

The term Dba is the overall diffusion coefficient of either component (bitumen or solvent) 

and is perceived as a material property, dependent on system composition, temperature and 

pressure. The volume balance for pseudo-steady-state diffusion of solute/solvent in a static 

cell with fixed volume can be expressed as: 

A.j,l, - A . j s b  = Volume Accumulation = A.AZ dCl/dt (4.5) 

Dividing both sides by unit volume (A-AZ) and taking the limit as A290 yields: 



Incorporating the Fick's law of diffvrion as j, = -D- acs and eqd011  4.4 results in: 

Combining equation (4.7) and (4.3) results in: 

Therefore, 

Combining equation (4.2) and (4.9) results in 

Canceling the concentration gradients d c a Z  fiom both sides of  equation 4.10 msults in: 

Since concentration is expressed as volume fraction, where Cb=l -C,, then: 

From equation 4.12 the following end-point boundary conditions can be considered: 

@ C, = 0.0 9 Cb=l.O and hence Dbr=Ds (i.e. overall diffusion is controlled by solvent) 

@ C, = 1.0 9 Cb4.O and hence &=Db (i.e. overall diffusion is controlled by bitumen) 
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This implies that the vaIue of the overall diffusion coefficient is equal to the intrinsic 

m i o n  coefficient of solvent in pure bitumen and equal to intrinsic difhrsion coefficient 

of bitumen in pure solvent. ObaUa and Butler (1989) suggest that the concentration 

dependence for both intrinsic and seIf4ifbion coefficients are similar. Therefore, the 

ratio of D a  will be constant and expressed as: 

By substituting equation 4.12 into the above equation, we can derive a relationship to 

calculate intrinsic diffusion coefficient for bitumen, as a firnction of overall a i v i t y :  

The above formulation provides an easy way of determining the intrinsic diffusivity of 

solute and solvent, fkm a set of laboratory experiments dedicated to the measurement of 

overall ditbivity in concentrated solutions. 

Although laboratory techniques for measurement of diffusivity provide more accurate 

information at intermediate concentrations, they are extremely labor intensive and time 

consuming. In addition, some uncertainties (e.g. peak intrinsic difkivity at intermediate 

concentrations) are still mounding the validity of these procedures for bituminous 

systems. Moreover, neither of the above work is directly carried with respect to the 

solvents of our interest (propane & butane). M o r e ,  until such uncertainties are 

alleviated, the interfacial mass transfer in Vapex will be investigated with respect to the 

existing analytical correlations. 



CHAPTER FIVE 
INTERFACIAL MASS TRANSFER IN HELE-SHAW CELL 

We started our preliminary investigation of interfacial mass transfer in Vapex through 

experiments in Hele-Shaw cell. The primary motive behind this starting point was that 

complications due to tortuousity, inhomogeneity, capillarity etc., do not exist in Hele-Shaw 

cell. Hele-Shaw cell is comprised of two smooth aod -nt plates of glass or 

Plexiglass that are placed parallel to each other with a small separation between them. The 

separation between the two parallel plates determines the permeability of the cell through 

the following relationship: 

The constant spacing between the two plates is achieved by either placing a metallic shim 

of known thickness (in the case of plate glass) or machining and polishing one of the plates 

of the cell with high precision instruments (in the case of plexiglass). 

5.1 Experimental Set-up and Procedure 

Figure-5.1 presents the schematics of the laboratory set-up used in these experiments. The 

Hele-Shaw cell is filled with oil and held in upright position by a frame inside the pressure 

vessel. Three sides of the Hele-Shaw cell are totally sealed. Gas can diffuse and enter the 

cell through the fourth (vertical) edge of the cell, which remains open and emulates a line- 

source environment. The Hele-Shaw cell used in these experiments has an inner height of 

7.4 cm and a width of 7.6 cm. The spacing between the two plates is 10 thou', 

corresponding to a cell permeability of 2 5 4 - p  (5376 Darcy). 

' - Thou. r = 1/1000 inch 



The pressure vessel is made-up of a thick aluminum body that can withstand up to 10-MPa 

pressure. The two ends of the pressure vessel have built-in glass windows, which permit 

light transmission through the cell for taking still photographs of the experiment. 

The gas is injected into the vessel at constant pressure and temperature. The solvent gas 

used in these experiments is the commercial Propane, with an average purity of 98%. A 

pressure regulator was used downstream of the propane tank to assure that pressure remains 

below saturation pressure of the solvent during the experiments. 



A 15-m soft copper coil is wrapped around the vessel and comected to a circulating Glycol 

bath to maintain the temperature of the vessel at desired level throughout the experiment. 

The bath and vessel temperature were monitored and controlled to a tenth of a degree 

Celsius. A thermocouple was comected to the pressure vessel through a built-in port, for 

continuous monitoring of the temperature inside the vessel (not shown in diagram). 

After tilling the Hele-Shaw cell with oil, it was placed inside the pressure vessel such that 

the open edge of the cell was facing upward. The cell was left inside the vessel overnight 

to allow the entire system to be under thermal equilibrium, prior to the experiment. Shortly 

before the start of the test, the cell was rotated inside the vessel, such that the open edge of 

the cell becomes vertical. Solvent injection was started by opening the valve very slowly 

and adjusting the regulator, until the desired injection pressure was achieved. During the 

dry run experiments it was noticed that sudden opening of the valve might result in 

temporary cooling, due to Joules-Thomson cooling effect. The experiments that did not 

meet the requirements of thermal stability were excluded fiom the analysis. 

The valve on the Propane tank was left open during the entire experiment to provide 

continuous supply of solvent (and constant pressure) during the consumption of Propane by 

diffising into the bitumen. 

A programmable digital camera (Kodak DC290) was used during the experiments to record 

still h e s  of the process. During each experiment, 160 frames were taken at 5-minute 

time intervals to assure that adequate number of data points is available for analysis. The 

camera was placed on a special pod on one side of the pressure vessel facing the Hele-Shaw 

cell, and an opaque light source was placed on the opposite side of the pressure vessel. The 

cross sectional area of the growing chamber was determined on each frame, through 

processing the frames by "Imagepro" image processing software. 
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5.2 Methodology 

As the oil drains out of the cell, the gas enters and replaces the produced oil inside the 

Hele-Shaw cell and hence vapor chamber grows in time. The drainage rates are determined 

by calculating the rate of growth of the vapor chamber. Knowing the cell height and 

permeability, it is possible to back calculate the Ns parameter by inserting the measured 

recovery rates into equation 2.18. The N, parameters were also computed analytically for 

comparison purposes using equation 2.7. Note that Ns parameter is primarily wntroIled by 

solvent concentration, viscosity and intrinsic difhuion coefficient of the solvent. 

A methodology similar to that proposed by Das and Butler (1996) was utilized to express 

m i o n  coefficient as a firnction of viscosity (Hayduk et al., 1973) and viscosity as a 

fhction of solvent concentration (Shu, 1984). Therefore, the Ns term was calculated 

analytically as a function of solvent concentration. The upper limit of solvent concentration 

was taken equal to the solubility limit of Propane at prevaihg pressure and temperature 

(Das and Butler, 1996). 

5.2.1 Viscosity Model 

Shu (1984) presented a mixing rule for estimation of viscosity of Liquid hydrocarbons, 

utilizing density and viscosity of solute and solvent at their corresponding concentration 

end-points to predict the mixture viscosity at intermediate concentrations. The technique 

proposed by Shu is primarily tailored around a technique, which was proposed earlier by 

Lederer (1933) as follows: 

Where 

PA = Viscosity of solvent at the mixing temperature, end-point viscosity-1 

PB = Viscosity of bitumen at the mixing temperature, end-point viscosity-2 

XA = Compositional parameter of solvent 

XB = Compositional parameter of bitumen 



and 

~ ' 1 - x ~  

Based on Lederer's theory, the compositional parameters an related to solvent 

concentration (or volume fiaction, VA) by the following equation: 

Where, 

VA = Solvent volume &tion 

VB = Bitumen volume hction 

Shu presented a relationship for calculation of the parameter a by fitting a power-law 

relationship to a statistical data bank of viscosity data for different solute-solvent pairs. 

The result of this analysis indicate that a can be expressed as a bction of end-point 

viscosity and density for solvent and bitumen as shown in the following equation: 

Figure-5.2 presents the calculated mixture viscosity by Shu-Lederer correlation for bitumen 

and propane at several different temperatures. Note that mixture viscosities converge to a 

single value of p-,,-=O.l (mPas) at propane end-point concentration. This behavior is 

well expected from the mixing rule theory. The corresponding values of solvent viscosity 

were determined based on modified square well viscosity model (hdo~ery  et al., 1998) at 

the corresponding reduced temperature. 



I Estimated Mixture Vbcosity by Shu-Ledenr Cormlation 

I Propane Conccntntion (VN) 
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The density and viscosity data used for calculation of viscosity are presented in Table-5.1. 

Dover bitumen is extremely viscous and exhibits a viscosity of 543,800 mPas at room 

temperature. Figure-5.3 indicates that viscosity of bitumen samples decline exponentially 

as a hct ion  of temperature. 

Table-5.1: Bitumen viscosity and density data 

5.2.2. D i & r s ~ t y  Model 

The model used for calculation of Mfbsion coefficient of solvent in butane is that of 

Hayduk and Minhas (1982) and shown is the following equation. 

L 

Sample 

Dover @ 20 OC 

Panny @ 10 OC 

Panny @ 20 OC 
i 

Where, 

T = Absolute temperature, OK 

V. = Molar volume of solvent at the normal boiling point, cm31mol 

p = Mixture viscosity at the corresponding solvent concentration, mPas 

Bitumen Viscosity 
(d-1 

543,800 

5 1,670 

8,97 1 

Therefore, in cdculation of diffhsion coefficient of solvent in bitumen, initially the 

dependency of viscosity on solvent concentration was determined, using Shu-Lederer 

correlation. Then, equation 5.6 was used to compute the difbivity of solvent into bitumen 

at the corresponding concentrations. Table-5.2 summarizes the results of such calculation. 

Bitumen Dcnsity 

(d-3 
1.027 

0.97 

0.97 



Figure-53: Viscosity of Paany and Dover oil as a tirnctioa of temperature. 



Table-5.2: Calculated intrinsic di fhw~ty  of pmpane in Dover bituma at 20 'C. 

2- Ap = M i x m  Density - Vqor Solvent 0msir.y 

Bitumen 
Concentration, 

G W N )  
0.999 
0.950 
0,900 

h 

0.850 
0.800 
0.750 
0.700 
0.650 
0.600 
0.550 
0.500 
0.450 
0.400 
0.350 
0.300 
0250 
0.200 
0.150 
0.100 
0.050 
0.000 

A 

1 - Haydult & 

53. Data Analysis 

The first set of experiments was conducted in Hele-Shaw cell with a cell spacing of 10 thou 

Solvent 
Concentmtion, 

c. W/v) 
0.00 1 
0.050 
0.100 
0.150 
0.200 
0.250 
0.300 
0.350 
0.400 
0.450 
0.500 
0.550 
0.600 
0.650 
0.700 
0.750 
0.800 
0.850 
0.900 
0.950 
1 -000 

M i n k  Cornfation 

(254 p), utilizing propane as solvent and UTF-Dover bitumen at room temperature (20 f 

0.5 OC). The time-lapse images of this experiment shown in Figure-5.4 indicate a very 

Solvmt 
Diffusivity ', 
4 (=2/s) 
1.91 E-08 
1 .WE47 
3.67E-07 
9.37E-07 
1 -95E-06 
3.50E106 
5.68506 
8.50E-06 
1.20E-05 
1.61 E-05 
2-07E-05 
2.59E-05 
3.16E-05 
3.76E-05 
4.40E-05 
5.08E-05 
S.77E-05 
6.49E-05 
7.22E-05 
7.96E-05 
8.71 €45 

smooth and gradual growth of the vapor chamber. The cumulative production and drainage 

rate for three experiments in Hele-Shaw cell are shown in Figure-5.5 and 5.6 respectively. 

M i i  Viscosity 
@ 20 'C , 

14*lr (Rs) 
543.80 
23.24 
2.39 
0.43 
0.112 
0.038 
0.01 6 
0.008 
0.004 

0.00234 
0.00146 
0.00097 
0.00068 
0.00049 
0.00037 
0.00028 
0.00022 
0.00018 
0.00015 
0.00012 
0.0001 1 

The production rates were computed by fitting a polynomial on the cumulative production 

Density 
Difference ', 
ap W-') 

0.936 
0.914 
0.891 
0.868 
0.845 
0.823 
0.800 
0.??7 
0.754 
0.731 
0.708 
0.685 
0.662 
0.640 
0.61 7 
0.594 
0.571 
0.548 
0.525 
0.502 
0.480 

c w e  and taking its derivative numerically. Minor variations between these experiments 

were most likely due to human error introduced, during analysis and calibration of 

"Imagepro" software. 



Ae2.0 hrs 

Figure-5.4: Time-lapse frames of Hele-Shaw Cell experiment; Propane/Dover-bitumen 

b=10 thou, T=20 OC, P=87S KPa 



Figure-5.5: Cumulative oil for Hele-Shaw ceU experiments, PropandDover-bitumen. 



Figure-5-6: Production rates for Hole-Shaw cell experiments, Propane/Dover-bitumen. 



The second set of experiments was conducted in the same ail with Nodutar-Paany oil. 

This oil is more mobile and exhibits a viscosity of 8970 mPas at 20 OC. Selected time-lapse 

images of this experiment at room ternperatwe are shown in Figure-5.7. Note that due to 

lower viscosity of original undiluted oil, the interfhce is not representing an S-sbaped 

character as before. This is because the oil faraway h m  the interface is already mobile 

enough that it can flow without appreciable viscosity reduction by solvent and the S-shaped 

interface is not completely formed. The cumulative production and drainage rate for Pamy 

oil experiments at 20 and 23 C are shown in Figraed.8 and 5.9 respectively. 

Finallyy in order to examine the prospects of recovery by Vapex at the prevailing reservoir 

temperatwe* the third set of experiments were conducted at reduced temperatme of 10 OC. 

The entire system temperature was lowered using the refkigerator-circulating bath and 

Hele-Shaw cell was left in the vessel overnight to establish thermal equilibrium. Figure- 

5.10 presents the selected ixnages of these experiments. During the experiment the propane 

tank was left at room temperatwe and injection pressure was maintained at 875 KPa The 

combi ion  of high injection pressure and low cell temperature push the phase envelope of 

propane vapor into the saturation region and hence asphaltene precipitation occurs. The 

cumulative production and the corresponding recovery rates of this experiment are shown 

in Figure-5.1 1 and 5.12 respectively. 

Table-5.3 summarizes the results of the Hele-Shaw cell experiments with a cell spacing of 

254 p. The flow rates presented in column-5 are the average mbilized flow rates during 

the early stages of each experiment and are perceived to provide a better representation of a 

steady-state-like process. Average values of Ns parameters were calculated h m  

experiments conducted at identical temperature. Analytical values of N, parameter were 

initially calculated using intzhsic molecular diffusion coefficient of propane and equation 

2.7. D k t  comparison of N, parameters indicate that experimentally derived (back 

calculated) values are one to two ordm of magnitude larger than those calculated 

analytically. 



A-1.0 hrs 

A e 3 . 0  hrs 

Figure-5.7: Time-lapse frames of Hele-Shaw Cell experiment; Propanelhnny-Oil 
b=IO thou, T-20 O C ,  P=87S KPa 



Figure-5.8: Cumulative production in Hele-SLuw cell, for Ropane/Panny-Ol 



Figare-5.9: Recovey rate in Hewhaw ceU, for Pmp.ne/Panny-Oil. 



Figure-5.10: Time-lapse frames of Hele-Shaw Cell experiment; Propaae/Panny-Oil 

b=10 thou, T=10 OC, P=875 KPa 



Fmr~-Se11: Cumulative oil, Hele-Shaw cell experiments; PropandPanny-Oil, 10 OC. 



Figure-5.12: Production mte, HeleShaw cell experiments; Propant/Panny~& 10 OC. 
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Table-53: Summa y of calculated results for PropmdBitumen experiments in Hele- 

Shaw cell (cell spacing b=lBr, M376 pd, cell width4.6 cm, cell height4.4 em). 

Dover 543,800 

I 10,800 
.- Analytical Ns base 

Temp hlruhte Cdcohtd  

2.95E-05 

12.28 1.98E-05 
on molecular diffusion coefficient 

Average AnalyticaJ 
N. N. ' 

2- Analytical Ns based on Taylor dispersion & molecular difhsion coefficient. 

In order to minimize the discrepancy between the analytical (column-7) and experimental 

values of Nr (column-8), we used an effective diffusion coefficient, incorporating the 

Taylor dispersion component. The computed Ns values incorporating dispersion effects are 

presented in column-9. Based on Taylor theory (1953), the non-uniform velocity 

distribution due to wall effect creates a momentum change between the center of the 

conduit and the wall, which in turn enhances the mass transfer in terms of dispersion. 

When a slug of soluble matter is introduced into a fluid slowly moving through a capillary 

tube, it gradually spreads out (along the axis of the pipe) under the combined effects of 

molecular diffusion and a m n - d o r m  velocity distribution. The parabolic velocity 

distribution is created due to momentum variation under the influence of the wall. Taylor 

showed that the concentration profile of the soluble matter is centered over the point 

moving at the mean speed of the flow, and is symmetrically distributed despite the 

asymmetry of the flow. This concept is schematically illustrated in Figured. 13. 



Figure-5.13: Variation of concentration distribution due to momentum change in 
capillary tubes (after Taylor, 1953). 

In a circular pipe of radius a, the velocity V at distance r from the center of the pipe is 

written as a function of maximum fluid velocity y, at the axis as: 

If the concentration C, is symmetrically distributed around the center line, concentration 

profile as a fhction of r, x and t can be written as: 

Taylor considered that the time necessary for appreciable change for concentration 

distribution to occur, under the influence of convective dispersion, is long compared with 

the 'time of decay' during which radial variations of concentration are reduced to a fiaction 

of their initial value through the action of molecular diffusion. If concentration variations 

were independent of x, then any radial variations of concentration can rapidly disappear. 

He assumed that convection occurs across a plane, which moves at a constant speed, equal 

to half of the maximum fluid velocity, V,. 

This assumption is theoretically valid for laminar flow. He determined an expression for 

estimation of rate of transfer of solute concentration as: 



Therefore, the mixed zone will travel with the mean speed of the injected fluid and would 

be dispersed as if there were a constant dispersion coefficient K, such that: 

The fimctional relationship between the velocity and the dispersion coefficient in the Hele- 

Shaw geometry will be different from that represented by equation 5.1 1. However, in the 

absence of an equivalent formulation for the Hele-Shaw model, equation 5.11 was used to 

estimate the dispersion coefficient. 

Probably a similar form of dispersion due to momentum variation occurs in a Hele-Shaw 

cell. In that regard, the layer of fluid at the vicinity of the vapor chamber moves relatively 

faster than the oil within the bitumen-bulk, which remains at the original viscosity. In 

addition, at any levei away from the interface, a secondary momentum change is created 

fiom the center of the Hele-Shaw cell towards the walls of the cell. This concept is 

schematically shown in Figure-5.14. These together create a significant momentum change 

within the oil-phase and dispersion is formed. Although Taylor dispersion is essentially 

different than dispersion in porous media, it is a good analogue to explain the enhanced 

mass transfer within the Hele-Shaw cell. 

In that regard, an effective difhion coefficient, incorporating dispersion effects in Hele- 

Shaw cell was calculated, using intrinsic dihivities at corresponding solvent 

concentrations and equation 5.1 1. The computed effective diffusion coefficient was later 

on inserted into equation-2.7 for analytical calculation of Ns parameter. it is important to 

mention that incorporation of Taylor dispersion is primarily intended to highlight the 

impact of non-uniform velocity distribution on the enhancement of mass transfer in 



capillary tubes. However, the Taylor dispersion formulation in its original form cannot be 

directly used for calculation of dispersive mass transfet either in a Hele-Shaw cell or in 

porous media 

a) Two Dimensional View 

Adjacent to solvent <<! 
Adjacent to bitumen 

b) Front Vicw c) Top Vicw 

Figure-5-14: Schematic illustration of non-uniform velocity pmfrle in Hele-Shaw CeU. 

Figure-5.15 presents the experimentally derived Ns parameters versus those obtained by 

analytical techniques as explained above. The 45 degree dashed line is representative of a 

baseline where experimental and analytical Ns vaiues are equal. Note that utilization of an 

effective ditfusion coefficient incorporating the Taylor dispersion improves the estimated 

Nr parameter considerably. 



FipreS.15: Comparison of analytical vvl. experimental values of N, parameter. 

To establish a meaningfid relationship, the ratio of the experimental to analytical Ns values 

were plotted versus Peclet number as shown in FigureJ.16. The Peclet numbers were 

calculated at the outermost layer of the diluted oil where solvent concentration is the 

maximum, viscosity is at its minimum and hence velocity is the maximum. Table-5.4 

summarizes the results of this calculation. 

Table-5.4: Calculated Peclet numbers for Propane/Bitumen experiments in Hele-Sbaw 
cell (cell spacing b=lOr, M 3 7 6  pm2, cell width4.6 em, cell heigh-7.4 cm). 

velbci~, v D. (cm21s) Peclet Number, N s ~ ~ s  ' N s ~ ~ s  
(cm/S) @ CS N ~ ~ =  b V/DI 

Dover- 20 OC 3.90 1.65 0.00997 1.20E-05 21.16 

panny-23 T I 50.29 , 1 9.18 1 0.01377 1 1.43E-05 I 24.52 I 
1- Analytical Ns based on molecular difhsion coefficient only. 
2- Analytical Ns based on Taylor dispersion & molecular diffusion coefficient. 



In the above table, column 2 and 3 represent the Ns ratio based on analytical values of Ns 
fiom column 8 and 9 of Table-5.3 respectively. Column 5 presents the intrinsic molecular 

difbivity of solvent at maximum solvent concentration (at interface). Minor differences 

between the diffusivity values are due to viscosity variations of bitumens at the 

corresponding temperatures. 

From figure-5-16, it appears that the discrepancy W e e n  experimental and analytical 

values of N, increases as Peclet number is increased. The curve-fit to the above data 

suggest that at lower values of Peclet number (below 18), experimental and analytical Ns 

parameters become identical and the Ns ratio approaches unity. Although extrapolation 

outside the range of calculated values is speculative, the general trend of the curves is very 

similar to that obsened by many authors investigating the dispersion in porous media. Due 

to existence of tortuousity in porous media, the ratio of effective diffusion to molecular 

diffusion coefficient (IUDO) is slightly less than one (- 0.7 in unconsolidated sands). 

20 22 24 

Peclet # for Hele-SHaw Cell 

Figure-5.16: Ns Ratio vs. Peclet number for Hele-Shaw cell experiments. 



Finally in order to have a better understanding of the factors controlling dispersion process 

in Hele-Shaw cell, the constant of Equation-5.11 (11192) was modified through an 

optimization procedure. In that regard, a multiplier 7, was determined for each set of 

experiments such that the back-calculated Ns parameter becomes equal to the analytical Ns, 

incorporating diffusion and sipersion effects. Table-5.5 summarizes the results of this 

analysis. 

Table-5.5: Calculated dispersion multipliers for HeIe-Shaw cell experiments. 

The viscosity ratio in the last column is the ratio of viscosity of diluted bitumen (at 

maximum solvent concentration) to the viscosity of undiluted bitumen. Viscosity ratio was 

used as a matching parameter for estimation of dispersion in Hele-Shaw cell. Figure-5.17 

presents the plot of viscosity ratio vs. dispersion multiplier, y. 

Dover-20 C 

Panny- 10 C 

Panny-20C 

Panny-23 C 

P ~ i m m r m  

543,796 

5 1,676 

8,97 1 

5,9 18 

7 

13.00 

1 0.03 

5.88 

4.36 

,,, 
0.07692 

0.09974 

0.16994 

0.22927 

P-mixtrre 

(=PSI 

4.0 1 

3.46 

3.01 

2-90 

Viosity Ratio 
WP) 

0.0000074 

0.0000669 

0.0003357 

0.0004903 



Figure-5.17: Dependency of viscosity ratio on y multiplier in H e w h a w  cell 

experiments. 



CHAPTER SIX 

INTERFACIAL MASS TRANSFER IN POROUS lMEDIA 

Dispersion process in porous media is essentially different than that in Hele-Shaw ceU or 

capillary tubes. Development of Taylor dispersion due to non-dorm velocity distribution 

was discussed in previous chapter. Development of convective dispersion in porous media, 

in Vapex is probably a combination of momentum change due to viscosity contrast and 

influence of grain particles. Figure-6.l represents the mechanism of transverse dispersion 

in porous media as proposed by Blackwell (1962). In this figure, tracers are initially 

flowing along distinct paths, Streamline-1, 2 and 3. However, &er a short distance, the 

streamlines converge and s h e  a common path mint9 and c), where part of the solute is 

transferred fiom one streamline to another. Therefore, the final effluent at individual 

streamlines will have different tracer concentrations than the initial values. 

Fi y re-6.1 : Schematic illustration of microscopic dispersion in porous media. 
(After Blackwell, 1962) 



In the previous chapter the recovery of bitumen with propane in Hele-Shaw cell was 

discussed. Investigation of interfacial mass transfer in Hele-Sbaw cell indicated that 

physical dispersion is a viable mechanism for enhanced mass transfer for Vapex process. 

However, in order to assess the role of difkion and dispersion in porous media, 

experiments in sandpack were necessary. 

The sandpack experiment in this work was conducted at room temperature, using Butane as 

solvent and Northstar-Panny heavy oil. Utilization of butane as solvent pedtted lower 

operating pressure (120 KPag) which was well within the safe operating limit of the 

physical model. In two-phase flow, longitudinal dispersivity in a given phase rises 

substantially, as the saturation of that phase approaches residual values (Sahimi et al., 

1982). Although solubility of butane in water is perceived to be small, to assure that 

presence of water would not complicate the process, conuate water saturation was avoided 

and therefore, experiments were run under dry condition (Dry Vapex). 

6-1 Experimental Set-up and Procedure 

Figure-6.2 schematically illustrates the physical setup used for the experiments in porous 

media. The visual cell was made up of 3 cm thick reinforced phenolic panel at the back 

and around the edge, sealed against a transparent 2.5 cm thick plexiglass. The cavity inside 

the cell had the dimensions of 2 1.1 cm x 3.25cm x 70. lcm and filled and vibropacked with 

20-30 mesh Ottawa Sand. Since plexiglass tends to deflect at higher operating pressure, the 

cell was secured with two reinforcing steel bars in the front and the back of the cell. All the 

nuts and bolts were tightened at 50-lbf torque. The cell was mounted on a custom-built 

stand to provide a stand-off fiom the table. The true picture of the physical set-up is shown 

in Figure-6.3. 



Regulator $ 

Sampling 
Bottle 

Figure4.2: Schematic illustration of Sanpack set-up for Vapex experiment. 



Figure-6.3: Photograoh o f  the physical model for sandpack experiments. 



To examine the mechanical integrity of the empty cell, the cell was pressurized with Air to 

205 KPa and the pressure was monitored for a 12 hours period. Once all the leaks were 

cured, the cell was held in upright position and filled with 20-30 mesh dry sand. A 

vibrating table with variable kquency was used to pack the sands in several stages. 

Additional sand was added to the cell as required until the packing was complete. 

Once the packing was done, the cell was tested for permeability with respect to Air. In that 

regard, air was injected at constant pressure into one side of the cell and produced fiom the 

opposite side. The pressure drop across the cell was measured using two high-resolution 

pressure gauges and air injection was monitored using a Wet-Test Gas Meter, under steady- 

state flow condition. The cell permeability was determined to be 45 Darcy. 

In order to fill the packed cell with oil, the cell was placed in a large oven and connected to 

a bottle containing Panny oil. To assure that no air bubbles are trapped in the cell, 

saturation was done very slowly, while maintaining the oven temperature at 50 OC. A small 

pressure (2040 KPa) was applied to the oil bottle h m  the top and the oil was injected 

fiom the bottom into the packed cell. The connection ports at the top of the cell were left 

open to allow air to exit, while saturating the cell. After the entire visual cell was filled, a 

small amount of oil was allowed to overflow through the connection ports to assure that no 

air is trapped in the connection lines. The cell was disconnected from the bottle and all the 

ports were sealed and the cell was left at room temperature for 1 week to reach thermal 

equilibrium prior to the experiment. Knowing the density of oil, dimensions of the cell and 

the difference between the weight of the visual cell before and after saturation, the porosity 

of the cell was determined to be 4 4 . 3  18. 

An instrument grade butane with a purity of 99.9% was used as solvent for the experiment. 

The butane cylinder was connected to the visual cell, from the top center port as shown in 

Figure-6.4, creating a symmetric vapor chamber within the cell. 



Figu re-6.4: Creation of  symmetric vapor chamber within the sandpack. 



The production port was located at the lower side of the visual cell aud right opposite the 

injection point. Prior to commencing the experiment, the graduated collection cylinder, 

which was co~emd to the production end, was pressurized by injecting butane. The main 

purpose of this procedure was to reduce the pressure surge within the cell at the start of the 

test and minimirrr the possibility of creation of viscous fingering. After pressurizing the 

cylinder, injection into the cell was started by gradually opening the valves at the injection 

and production ports. 

During the experiment, the mixture of diluted oil and excess gas were directed to a 

graduated 1.1 liter transparent cylinder for collection as shown in Figure-6.5. The third 

port at the top of the collection cylinder was connected to a Wet Test Gas Meter, via a 

needle valve. The needle valve was adjusted such that a minimum pressure diffetence (z10 

KPa) was established (across the sandpack) between the injection port (top) and production 

port (bottom). The outlet of the gas meter was connected via a flow line to the be-hood  

for discharge. Therefore, the graduated cylinder was used as a separator to remove excess 

gas and provide the means for continuous monitoring of cumdative oil production. 

The content of the graduated cylinder was transferred to a sampling jar by closing the valve 

at the top of the cylinder (inlet) and opening the drain valve at the bottom of the cylinder. 

A second needle valve was used on the sampling jar to release the solution gas. The 

sampling jar and auxiliary co~ections are shown in Figure-6.2 and 6.5. After desired 

volume of oil was removed, the experiment was continued by closing the valve at the 

bottom of the cylinder and reopening the valve at the top. A pressure regulator was 

connected to the butane tank to provide constant pressure (and hence concentration) 

boundary condition for the model. The regulator was adjusted such that downstream 

pressure was slightly less than saturation pressure of butane. The valve and regulator on 

the butane tank were left open during the entire experiment to provide continuous supply of 

solvent to the model. 



Figure-6.5: Graduated cylinder connected to production port in Sandpack. 
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The drainage rate of the recovery process was primarily calculated through direct 

measurement of produced oil fiom the graduated cylinder. However, st i l l  frames of the 

growing vapor chamber were used as back-up for calculation of flow rates. A 

programmable digital camera (Kodak DC290) was used during the experiments to record 

still h e s  of the process. During the experiment, 250 frames were taken at 20-minute 

time interval. The camera was placed on a special tripod facing the visual cell, and the cell 

was illuminated from the sides by thee projectors. 

6-2 Data Analysis 

During experiments with Hele-Shaw cell, direct analysis of images was adequate to 

estimate the drainage rate by Vapuc. In the case of sandpack models, the solute-solvent 

interface is not smooth and a transition zone exists between the vapor chamber and bitumen 

bulk. Moreover, visual examinatition of the outer most SUfface of the sand (contacted by 

Plexiglass) might not be representative of true interface position deeper inside the sand. 

Therefore, cumulative volume of produced oil was visually measured through the 

transparent graduated cylinder. 

The drainage rates were calculated by taking the derivative of the cumulative oil production 

curve. Figure-6.6 presents the cumulative production and the calculated recovery rate 

during the process. The observed peak production rate (during the first 500-minute) is 

likely to be caused by inadequate level of pressure control. In that regard, until the gas 

break through occurs the recovery is partly influence by an immiscible gas displacement 

process. AAer the breakthrough occurs, the drainage is primarily gravity dominated. It is 

important to mention that both curves correspond to the diluted volume of oil. In order to 

determine the net production of bitumen, the above volumes were discounted for the 

solvent concentration, using the following relationship: 

Nct Bitumen - Prodad Oil and Dhrolved gas - D h W  pr 
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TabIe-6.1: Summary of crrlcalation of butme solubility in Pamy oil. 

[weight of Dead Oil + Bottle (g) 1 601.47 1 657.48 1 688.99 1 - 

l ~ e i g h t  of Empty Bottle (g) 
- I I I 

1 354.41 1 356.74 1 354.78 

l ~ e t  Oil Volume (cm3) ( 254.70 1 310.04 1 344.55 1 
b l u m e  of Oil + Dissolved Butane ' (cm3) 1 

m 1 I 

450 I 610 I 625 I 
utane Concentration (VN)  
1- At the time of transfer 

Solvent concentration was determined from the samples removed h m  the cylinder during 

the experiment. The dead oil weights were measured by exposing the sampling bottles to 

open air for an extended period of time to permit fke liberation of the dissolved gas. The 

dead oil volumes were then calculated based on an average oil density of 0.97 &rn3 for 

Panny oil. The volume of dead oil was deducted from the live oil (at the time of transfer) 

and the volume fiaction of solvent in oil was determined. The summary of this calculation 

shown in Table-6.1 indicates a maximum solvent concentration of 49% 0 with an 

average value of 46% 0. Therefore, in all the subsequent calculations, a maximum 

butane concentration of Cs4.45 (VN) was considered. 

The average stabilized production rate of diluted oil during the experiment (600-1 200 min.) 

is about 0.6 cm3/min, corresponding to 36 cm3/h. Dividing this number by the width of cell 

(3.25 cm) and multiplying it by oil concentration (55%), would yield a net areal rate of 

growth of vapor chamber equal to 6.09 cm2/h. This number is further divided by 2, to 

represent the rate of growth of vapor chamber for one side of the cell. 

Similar to the analysis presented in previous chapter, N, parameter was back calculated 

from Equation-Z.18, knowing the cell height and permeability. The Ns parameters were 

also computed analytically for comparison purposes using Equation-2.7 and assuming a 

maximum solvent concentration of C,=0.45 0. Table-6.2 summarizes the results of 

this analysis. 



Table-6-2: Preliminary nsdb of Sand~ack esnerimcnt. 

Stabilized diluted oil rate 

Thickness normalized diluted oil rate I (cm3/cm/h) I 1 1-08 I 

1 1 

Ns, Back calculated I - 1 1.78E-04 

Rate of growth of vapor chamber 
(Net bitumen production) 

I -sided Rate of vapor chamber growth 

(Element of symmetry ) 

Nsy Molecular Diffusion only I - 1.7lE-07 1 
I I 

Ns, Diffusion + Dispersion I - 1 1.83E-07 

(cm3/cm/h) 

(cm3/cm/h) 

The dispersion effeas were incorporated into Ns calculation in terms of an effective 

diffusion coefficient, using Equation-3.3 and 3.4. Note that the back calculated N, term is 

almost three orders of magnitude higher than that calculated by molecular diffusion 

coefficient only. Moreover, incorporation of dispersion effect is only marginally improving 

6.09 

3.05 

the estimated N, values. Therefore, in order to have a better understanding of dispersion 

effect in porous media, the reported experimental data fkom literature along with the results 

of this experiment were reviewed in detail, as discussed in the following section. 

6-3 Comparison with Other Laboratory Experiments 

Several experiments are available in the literature, which were primarily used to examine 

other characteristics of the Vapex process. However, it is still possible to utilize the data 

from the appropriate tests and use them for investigation of interfacial mass transfer. In 

doing so, emphasis was made in selecting the sandpack experiments of known porosiw, 

permeability and cell dimension, where injector is on the top and producer on the bottom, 

solvent is Butane and no connate water saturation exists in the model pry-Vapex). The 

summary of the experiments in porous media by other investigators is shown in Table-6.3. 

The results of the experiment during this study are shown in the first row. 



TabIe4-3: Stamunary of expcrimtntd runs lrom prtviow works in pomm media. 

V-it~  rimam am Back Estimated Ns 
Cr h t e  ' C.krhtedNs, Makcuhr 

(mP8.s) (cm3/cdh) (pd) Experiments Dllhrkm 

7,400 3.05 45 1 -78E-04 1.71E-07 

I -1995 
1 Peace River 

Das, 1995 
Lloydminster 

Jig, 1997 
Lloydminster- 1 

1-Raaramected faromeridtoftbtccll. 

2- DbpcrJor b alc.lrtcd lror equation 33 a d  3.4. 

The flow rates tabulated in column 4 represent the stabilized average flow rates during the 

spreading phase of vapor chamber. Note that utilization of the coefficient of longitudhal 

and transverse dispersion (0.5 and 0.0157) as outlined in equations 3.1 to 3.4 is not capable 

to reconstruct the desired values of Ns parameter. Interestingly, all the experiments indicate 

that as the cell permeability increases, the reported flow rates increase as well. However, 

the same relationship does not hold for the back-calculated Ns parameters. For example, all 

the expuiments with Lloydminster oil (with the exception of experiment # 9) indicate that 

increase in cell permeability mults in reduced Ns values. On the other hand, experiments 

in Peace River bitumen indicate a direct relationship between permeability and Nr 

parameter. 

Knowing that dispersion effects are directly related to convective forces (Peclet number), 

the ratio of back-calculated to analytical Ns values were plotted versus the Peclet number, 
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as shown in Figure-6.7. The analyticai Ns in this plot are based on molecular diffusion 

coefficient only, and were computed using equation 2.7. Peclet number is calculated based 

on the maximum velocity of the diluted oil at solubility concentration limit as discussed in 

Chapter-5. It appears that the calculated values from experiment 5 and 9 are not in 

harmony with the obsenred trend in other experiments for the seme crude. All other 

experiments using Lloydminster oil indicate an inverse relationship between the N,ratio 

aud the Peclet number. Peace River bitumen, on the other hand indicates a direct 

relationship between Ns ratio and Peclet number. Earlier anticipation was that all the 

curves would exhibit the same characteristics as that observed for Hele-Shaw cell 

experiments as shown in Figure-5.16. With the exception of the Peace River bitumen, all 

the seven experiments on Lloydminster oil consistently indicate decreasing values of N,- 

ratio vs. Peclet number. The discrepancy between the expected behavior and the observed 

trend is either due to human errors associated with measurement of experimental data or 

existence of a tertiary process in porous media, which is still overlooked. 

TO examine the quality of the data used in these calculations, the reported flow rates were 

normalized versus the thickness of the cell and plotted versus cell permeability, as shown in 

Figure-6.8. Theoretically, all the points are expected to pass through the origin. 

Interestingly, the experiments by Das (1995), particularly with Lloydminster crude, indicate 

a sudden reduction of recovery rate at the cell permeability of 27 pd. Das points out that 

in Lloydminster crude, the rate does not fall as fast as the square root of permeability. He 

attributes this behavior to the enhancement of the rate of mixing in the contact zone, as a 

function of reduced grain diameter. He suggests that this effect is greater for the less 

viscous Lloydminster oil than the high viscosity Peace River bitumen. However, he does 

not comment on the 27-pn2 cell permeability. Although this behavior could be partly due 

to human error andlor other uncertainties of the experiment, it is unlikely that all other 

seven experiments on Lloydminster crude are subject to the same error. Interestingly, 

experiments by Jiang (1997) indicate more or less identical slopes to those by Das for 

Lloydminster bitumen. Therefore, attention was focused on the possibility of additional 

processes influencing the mass transfer in pornus media. 



Figure-6.7: Ns Ratio vs. Peckt Number for sandpack experiments. 
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6-4 Additional Pmcusa in Mass Tnnsfer 

In order to address the discrepancy between the experimental rates and the estimated values 

by analytical models of Vapex in porous media, convective dispersion was looked into. 

Attempts in calculating an effective diffusion coefficient, using equation 3.1 and 3.2, were 

msuccessful to provide the desired effeftive diffusion coefficient. 

It is important to mention that the above formulation was primarily developed for systems 

under favorable viscosity ratio (Perldns & Johnston, 1%3). Under favorable condition, the 

viscosity of the displacing fluid (zone of high solvent concentration) is expected to be 

higher than or equal to the displaced fluid (zone of low solvent concentration). However, 

the mass transfer mechanism in Vapex is different than the above processes for two main 

reasons. F i  Vapex is essentially a non-displacement-type process, where flow is 

primerily under the influence of gravity. Therefore, apart from the head of the fluid, no 

additional pressure gradient is present in the system. Second, the viscosity of the more 

mobile fluid at maximum solvent concentration (leading front) is 2-3 orders of magnitude 

less than the viscosity of the bitumen bulk. 

Brigham et al. (196 1) experimentally showed that miscible displacement under unfavorable 

viscosity ratio results in enhanced mixing. They also noticed that effluent composition 

does not follow a smooth S shaped curve on error fhction plot, and instead a number of 

bumps and irregularities in composition are observed. They attributed these irregularities 

to creation offingers of displacing fluid, run ahead of the bulk of the flood b n t .  Although, 

Vapex process occurs under unfavorable viscosity ratio, no additional displacement force 

exists in the system and therefore viscous fingering is not prevalent (gravity stable). 

Although, some experiments in Vapex imply the possibility of viscous fingering, they could 

have been created due to poor level of pressure control. Therefore, there is a great 

likelihood that the multiplier of transverse dispersion (0.0157) is not capable to account for 

enhanced mass transfer in Vapex. Never the less, it is still possible to determine the 

combined effect of all the factors influencing the overall mass transfer in porous media, as a 

single parameter, P as shown in the following relationship. 



In attempt to daamine the $ parameters, the original multiplier 0.0157, was modified by 

an optimizaton procedure, such that the analytical values of Ns (column-8, Table 6-3) 

became equal to the back calculated ones (column-6, Table 6-3). The d t s  of such 

analysis are shown in Table 64. 

It is important to mention that the velocity vector parallel to the interfkce was computed 

from the principal velocity vector, based on the assumption of an average angle of 

inclination of interface. The principal velocity vector is indeed the interstitial velocity of 

fluid, moving through the pore spaces under the influence of gravity. This velocity was 

computed by dividing the macroscopic flow rate to the cross sectional area available to 

flow from Darcy's equation, as shown below. 

Calculation of the convective velocity vector parallel to the interface was based on the 

crude assumption that during the stabilized period of flow, the upper comer of the vapor 

chamber has traveled about 1/3 of the distance in X-direction. Therefore, it is possible to 

approximate the angle of interface from horizontal and define the projection of velocity, 

parallel to the interface. In reality, the angle of interface is dynamically changing as the 

vapor chamber is growing and the velocity parallel to interfie is gradually decreasing. 

The influence of this approximation on the calculated recovery rate is far d l e r  than the 

"order of magnitude" discrepancy that we are a&r. 
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Table-6-4: Summa y of calcuhted overall dispersion multiplier and Peclet number. 

Figure-6.9 presents the estimated average multiplier versus the calculated Peclet number. 

The f3 multiplier appears to be exponentially related to the Peclet number as shown in the 

following equation. 

Note that as Peclet number increases, successively smaller f3 multipliers are needed to 

history match the experimental data. The coefficients and exponents of c w e  fit from this 

plot are listed in column 2 and 3 in Table-6-5. Note that, as the exponents of curve fit 

decrease the coefficients increase. Interestingly, the exponent of curve fit from Peace River 

bitumen (the most viscous sample) is the largest, while its multiplier of Peclet number is the 

smallest. This implies that there could be an inverse relationship between bitumen 

viscosity and a multiplier, and a direct relationship between viscosity and 8 exponent. 



loo 

Figure-6.9: Overall dispersion multiplier p, veraw Peclet number N, 



It is also important to mention that equation 3.1 and 3.2 suggest that if all other jmrameters 

are held constant, IVD, decrease as particle diameter gets smaller. This is contrary to the 

reported experiments by several authors @as & butler 1996. Dunn a al. 1989, Blackwell 

1962, Perkins & Johnston 1963) where indeed dispersion effects tend to increase as particle 

diameter gets smaller. In order to examine the influence of particle size on dispersion 

effects, the p multiplier was plotted as a function of particle diameter, as shown in Figure- 

6.10. As expected, increase in particle diameter is accompanied with decrease in p. 

Figure-6.10: Sensitivity of P multiplier to particle diameter. 

It is noteworthy that all the above mentioned experiments utilize identical sand particles, 

for the given cell permeability (mesh size). Therefore. it appears that differences between 

the experimental results could be primarily due to differences in the characteristics of the 

heavy oil used in the experiments, particularly viscosity. 
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TabIe-6-5: Summary of the curvefit resalb to vs. N, plot. 

1 - Viscosity at solvent concentration of SOO/a (VN) by Shu-Ledem correlation. 

L 

Sample 

Das, Peace River 

Das, L toydminster 

Jiang, Lloydrninster-1 

Jiang, Lloydminster-2 
J 

Experiments in Chapter 5 had highlighted that convective dispersion can be created under 

the influence of non-uniform velocity distribution in Hele-Shaw cell. It is anticipated that a 

similar form of dispersion due to velocity contrast would contribute to enhanced mass 

transfer in porous media. In addition, presence of grain particles in sandpack can further 

influence the dispersion process. Therefore, dispersive mass transfer formulation in porous 

media at least needs to incorporate the effect of viscosity and particle diameter explicitly. 

Earlier researchers had presented relationships for estimation of dispersion coefficients in 

porous media, as a function of the Peclet number. Viscosity ratio is another dimensionless 

number, which can be related to dispersive mass transfer formulation as a matching 

parameter. Viscosity ratio in this context is the ratio of the diluted oil at maximum solvent 

concentration (leading front boundary layer) to the viscosity of undiluted oil at the bitumen 

bulk. The viscosity ratios for Lloydminster and Peace River bitumen are shown in Table-6- 

5. Note that the viscosity of Peace River bitumen is almost 17 times higher than that for 

Lloydminsster oil, whereas the viscosity ratio for Lloydminster oil is 8.3 times larger than 

that for Peace River bitumen. 
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Figure-6.11: Dependency of a multiplier and 8 exponent on viscosity ratio. 

In order to examine the dependency of r) multiplier on Peclet number, the coefficients and 

exponents of p in Table 6-5 were plotted as a function of viscosity ratio. The results of the 

best-fit Lines in Figure-6.1 1 indicate the following relationships between the multiplier a, 

and the exponent 9 vs. viscosity ratio. 

Once equation 6.4 and 6.5 are inserted into equation 6.3, the following relationship between 

p and Peclet number is realized. 



Tabk=6.6= Calculated dlptcsion oocfikients, using cq.ation-6.7. 

Column-5 in Table-6.6 summarizes the calculated dispersion coe5cients for all the 

experiments using equation 6.6. The dispersion coefficients, back calculated through 

history matching of experimental results are listed in co~umn-4. Figure-6.12 compares the 

estimated dispersion coefficients by both techniques. Note that, majority of the data points 

are clustered around the 45-degree baseline. The adopted methodology for estimation of 

dispersive mass transfer for Vapex in porous media appears to be attractive. However, the 

author believes that additional experiments are necessary to verify and possibly improve the 

above mentioned relationships. 
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Fipre-6.12: Comparison of aaarytical vs. back calculated dispersion coefficients. 

In the light of the above discussion, it appears that it is possible to estimate the enhanced 

interfacial mass transfer for a solvent-bitumen pair, if the parameters controlling the 

dispersion, as defined by equation 6.3 are known. Although the exponents of a and 0 are 

primarily derived from empirical observations, in the absence of additional information, 

they can still be used to provide a better estimate (than other methods) of the expected 

recovery rates for Vapex in porous media. 

It is also important to mention that in addition to particle diameter and viscosity ratio, other 

parameters might be affecting the enhanced mass transfer in Vapex. Particle size 

distribution, particle sphericity, permeability heterogeneity and density difference between 

solute and solvent are among other parameters that could possibly affect the enhanced mass 

transfer in Vapex. Additional Dry-Vapex experiments are needed to clarify the current 

level of understandings on intexfacial mass transfer in porous media. 



CHAPTER SEWN 

EVALUATION OF USE OF GREENHOUSE GASES 
FOR VAPEX PROCESS 

There is general agreement that increase in atmospheric concentration of Greenhouse gases 

(GHGYs), such as CG,  methane, nitrous oxide, etc., over the last hundred years or so, is 

due to human activity. The emitted greenhouse gases across the globe enter the atmosphere 

and large portions of them are accumulated at the top of the Troposphere. Solar energy in 

the form of radiation enters earth's atmospheric energy cycle. GHG's have high absorption 

capacity of iafrerrd (IR) radiation and have positive contribution to radiative forchg. 

Therefore, by reflecting the radiated energy back to the earth, they act as a thermal blanket 

and decrease the escape of terrestrial thermal infrand radiation. It is thought that 

increasing GHG's would increase the energy input to the earth and hence global warming is 

thought to occur. It is perceived that this temperature increase would result in catastrophic 

climatological changes such as increased storm activity and flooding. In order to prevent or 

minimize the extents of such catastrophes in W e ,  the levels of GHG emissions on a 

global scale have to be controlled. Although, some controversies are surrounding the issue 

of global warming (Robinson et al. 1998, Singer 1999, Keller 1999), most experts believe 

that GHG emission is a real threat to environment. 

Utilization of greenhouse gases for improved oil recovery might have significant impact in 

reduction of atmospheric emissions. In this technique, the injected C& dissolves in oil, 

reduces viscosity and interfacial tension, and hence improves the flow of oil to the 

production wells. This chapter elaborates with potential implications of C a  injection for 

Vapx process. Moreover, the produced oil provides a spea for underground stowe of 

Cot. The technique can be extended to utilization of other greenhouse gases, once the 

uncertainties associated with the process are alleviated. 



7.1 Gntnhorwc Guca 

Among all gases emitted to atmosphere by diffaent industrial units, C a y  C a y  N20, CFC 

and SF6 are considered to have the most significant contribution to global warming. They 

have the capability to remain in the tropopause for considerably a long period of time (long 

lifetime). Carbon dioxide and other naturally occurring gases in the atmosphere do not 

absorb all Mared wavelengths. They are relatively trampent to radiation with 

wavelengths between 7 and 12 nm. Other GHG's such as C)iy N20 and the CFC's are 

p o w d  absorbers in this range. Table-7.1 summerips the absorption capacity of infrarrd 

radiation by GHG's. 

Table-7.1: Absorption capacity of greenhouse gases. 

Having the highest absorption capacity of radiative forcing and a very long atmospheric 

lifetimey C02 has gained considerable importance over other greenhouse gases. As the 

atmospheric lifetime of these gases are vastly different, their relative importance on global 

warming is measured through Global Warming Potential (GWP). GWP index is a measure 

of cumulative radiative forcing over time, per unit mass of emitted gas at time zero, relative 

to C a .  Table-7.2 summarizes the global wanning potential of some of the atmospheric 

gases (Norman, 2000). Note that NO2 and CFC-12 have almost identical GWP at time 

zero. However, having a longer lifetime, the global warming potential of CFC-12 increases 

substantially over time. Although CFC-I2 absorption capacity is not as high as COz or 

methane, its increased concentration over time can considerably increase the cumulative 

radiative forcing of atmosphere and enhance the global warming. 

GHG 

co2 
C& 

N20 

CFC's 

Absorption Capacity 

1.56 wm-l 

0.50 wm4 

0.10 wm-2 

0.30 wmo2 



Table-7.2: Global warming potentid of greenhouse gases. 

7.2 C& Effwt 

Compared to other GHG's, C& has the greatest contribution to global warming* The effect 

of C@ is amplified by water vapor (high heat capacity) in withholding and absorbing this 

temperature increase. Interestingly, water vapor accounts for more than 90% of the 

radiative forcing. Carbon dioxide has increased in concentration h m  about 280 to 356 

ppmv since the pre-industrial era (Robinson et al., 1998). 

Global Watming Potential (GWP) 

The= are a lot of controversies surrounding the issue of global warming as a result of 

increased concentration of greenhouse gases in atmosphere (Robinson et al. 1998, Singer 

1999, Keller 1999). Some scientists think that the Earth's average temperature might 

increase by about 0.30°C per decade over the next 100 years. A warming of this magnitude 

could significantly alter the Earth's climate. Stom patterns and severity might increase, a 

rise in sea level would displace millions of coastal residents and regional droughts and 

flooding could occur. As a result, Canada's agriculture, forestry and energy sectors could 

all be sigdicantly affected. 

Life Time (years) 
CFC-11 

, CFC-12 
c& 
N20 
SF6 

7.3 Emission Trends and Inventories 

Being the cheapest source of energy among other alternatives, fossil fuel consumption has 

substantially increased during the second half of the 2om century. On March 21, 1994 the 

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) entered into foroe. 

One of the fimdamental objectives of this convention is to achieve stabilization of 
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greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous 

anthropogenic i n t d i c e  with the climate system (Parties to the Climate Cbange 

Convention, 1996). Such a level should be achieved within a time fhme sufficient to allow 

ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate change, to ensure that food production is not 

hreatened and to enable economic development to proceed in a sumahable manner. 

Figure-7.1 presents the estimated C& emission and gross domestic product (GDP) for 

Canada since 1950 (Environment Canada Website). It's interesting that in spite of 

significant growth of GDP per capita, C 9  emission per capita has remained relatively 

constant during the past 25 years. Figure-7.2 presents the greenhouse gas emission for 

Canada, in comparison to 1990 stabiliation targets (Environment Canada Website). This 

indicates that gross GHG emission during the past decade has increased by 13%. 

Therefore, it appears that either Canada should slow the pace of industrialization, or a more 

realistic s t a b w o n  level, based on the foreseen rate of growth in gross domestic product 

and population might be necessary. 

Figure-7.3 indicates that C02 contributes to more than 80% of the total GHG emission in 

1995. The latest statistics by Environment Canada indicate that this percentage has 

remained more or less constant during the past few years (Neitzert et al., 1999). Table-7.3 

and 7.4 summarize the estimated emissions of all greenhouse gas from 1990-1996 for 

Canada and Alberta respectively (Neitzert et al., 1999). A close review of these data 

indicates that Alberta accounts for almost 30% of total Energy related GHG emissioos. 

Moreover, energy related emissions contribute to more than 78% of the total greenhouse 

gases. 

On the sector basis, transportation related activities account for about 26 % of total GHG 

emissions. However, due to the nature of the process, collection of such emissions for 

sequestration purposes is not possible. The break-up of other major gas emissions for 

Alberta during 1996 is presented in Figure-7.4. The GHG emissions associated with 

electricity and steam generation as well as emissions by he1 dependent industrial units are 

the two main sources that could be possibly used for subsurface injection. 



Fire-7.1:  Historical trend on C02 emirsion and GDP per capita. 
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Figure-7.2: Greenhouse gas emiuions in comparison to 1!BO stabilization level. 

Figure-7.3: Greenhouse gas emissions summary, 1994. 



Table-73: Alberta's greenhouse gas emhion estimates hpm 1- to 1996 
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7.4 Reduction of Ca Emission 

Latest developments in design of combustion engines have significantly increased energy 

efficiency and fossil fbel *on. However, increased demand for energy has remained 

extremely strong. Therefore, alternative solutions for coping with the increased GHG 

emissions must be sought. 

There are four possible solutions for long-term disposal of Ca. These include, biological 

immobilization, mineral immobiliEation, deep ocean disposal and disposal in geological 

media (Bachu, 1999). It appears that the most viable option for the Province of Alberta is 

disposal in geological strata. There are several ways to dispose of C a  in sedimeutary 

formations. 

Use in Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) operations. This solution has limited capacity 

and lifetime since the C a  may be recovered back at the producing wells- However, 

there are certain advantages and merits in using this approach as explained in following 

sections. 

Disposal in depleted oil, gas and bitumen reservoirs; however, this solution requires that 

reservoirs be depleted first. 

Disposal in coal beds, where C@ would displace methane from the coal matrix because 

it has greater affinity to coal, at the same time producing a cleaner fuel. 

Disposal into deep aquifers (hydrodynamic entrapment). 

Long-term effective C& disposal is essential for reducing greenhouse effects. The most 

important element in assessing the viability of subsurfae sequestration is that injected gas 

will not find a way out to surface or contaminate other subsurface strata. In that regard, 

permeability of the targeted formation and the trapping mechanism of target resenoh are 



of signiscant importance. Some of the potentid solutions like cud bed or deep aquifer 

injection are at their preliminary levels of research and they might not be practically 

utilized before another one or two decades fiom now. Performing a regional-de 

feasibility study for establishing the suitability of surface and SUM= locations for C 9  

disposal in Alberta requires significant amount of investment and time. Moreover, unlike 

enhanced oil recovery techniques, aquifer disposal of C a  is not economically a self- 

rewarding process. 

One of the main problems of disposal techniques, is collection and gathering of the waste 

gases- After Ontario, Alberta is the second largest producer of greenhouse gases in Canada 

(Bachu, 1999). Unlike Ontario, where greenhouse gases are produced over widely 

distributed industrial heartland, majority of greenhouse gases in Alberta is rather produced 

at several major point sources. Most of these point sources in Alberta are the oil sands 

operations in the Fort McMurray, heavy oil production in Cold Lake area, coal-bad 

power plants (in central Alberta near Lake Wabamun), and the petrochemical industry 

located in the Edmonton-Fort Saskatchewan and Red Deer ( J o e )  areas. In that regard, 

the costs associated with shipment and layout of gathering pipeline network is significantly 

less than that for other provinces. Moreover, Oil deposits in Canada have been extensively 

studied by operating companies and their sedimentary strata are well understood. 

Therefore, investigation of these formations and characterization of the reservoirs is less 

labor intensive. However, prior to any long-term commitment or major investment for 

construction of the required infrastructure for collection and injection of such gases, the 

expected recovery rates by C02 injection in Vapex have to be evaluated. 



Figure-7.5 presents the effect of pressure on the viscosity of C@ satmated bitumen. Note 

that incnase in C a  pessurr reduces the viscosity of saturated bitumen considerably. This 

is primady due to increased solubility at elevated presmes. However, it is important to 

remind that due to small overburden prrssurrs, shallow deposits of heavy oil in northem 

Alberta can hardly accommodate pressures in excess of 1.5-2.0 MPa Figwe-7.6 presents 

the estimated C a  solubiity as a fimction of pressure, for various oil samples. Note that at 

an average injection pressure of 1.5 MPa, the maximum C@ concentration is between 3-4 

weight percent. Therefore, it appears that for majority of the heavy oils in Canada, the 

extent of viscosity reduction by C@ injection will be significantly d e r  than that by 

butane or propane. 
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Figure-7.5: Viscosity-prcssute isotherms for Athabasa bitumen saturated with COt. 
(After Svrcek & Mehrotra, 1982) 



Figure-7.Q Estimated mass fraction of CO, vs. prcssure for various oil samples. 

(After Upreti, 2000) 



75.1. Esthutioa of Recovery Sped  

In ordn to examine the speed of oil recovery through Vapex process by C& injection, the 

inkdbcial mass transfer of C& into bitumen was calculated. The Vapex parameter Ns was 

computed using the analytical techniques explained in previous chapters. The dependency 

of bitumen viscosity on C& concentration was determined based on the correlation by 

Mehrotra (1992). In this technique a one-parametric mixing rule was utiliPd to estimate 

the viscosity of a binary gas-bitumen mixture. The calculated values presented in Figure7.7 

indicate that bitumen at ambient reservoir temperature (10 OC) has a viscosity of 50,000 

mPas in the absence of solvent and a viscosity of 2150 6 s  at the maximum solvent 

concentration (i.e. the solubiity limit of 4 wt%). 

I I 
i Viscosity of CqAthabasca I 

Mass Fraction CO2 

Figure-7.7: Estimated Athabasa oil viscosity vs. C@ concentration. 

(After Mehrotra, 1992) 



The intrinsic difhsivity of carbon dioxide into bitumen as a hc t i on  of solvent 

concentration was determined based on the experimental work by Upreti (2000), as shown 

in Fi-46. Figure-7.6 i n d i m  that maximum concentration of carbon dioxide for 

typical heavy oils in Canada is about 4 MA This value corresponds to a solvent 

concentration of 5.6% by volume and was considered as the upper limit of integral in 

equation 2.7. 

The Ns parameter in equation 2.7 was calculated by two dBierent approaches. In the first 

technique, the viscosity, density and molecular difbivity were computed as a hct ion  

concentration and directly used in calculation of Ns parameter. In the second method, the 

moleculer diffusion term was replaced by an effective diffusion, accounting for dispersion 

effects in porous media Dispersion effects were incorporated in calculation of overall 

mass transfer by estimation of interstitial velocity of the mixture (diluted bitumen) at 

corresponding concentrations. In that regard, the effective diffusion term was computed as 

a direct summation of molecular diffuJion and convective dispersion in porous media as 

explained in Chapter-6. 

Table-7.5 summarizes the calculated N, parameters end the corresponding flow rates based 

on a hypothetical reservoir, with an average formation thickness of 20 meter, porosity of 

0.32, horizontal well length of 1000 m and a rock permeability of 10 Darcy. 

Table-7.5: Calculated recovery rat- for typical Athabuca bitumen at 10 OC- 

2-Sided Oil 
Flow Rate 
(m3/day) 
0,097 

0.210 

Diffusion Only 

Diffusion + Dispersion 

Ns parameter 

2.82 E -10 

1.30 E 4 9  

Length-Normalized 
I-Sided Oil Flow Rate 

(m2/day) 

4.8'7E-05 

1 .OSE-04 



Note that incorpotation of dispersion effect is capable to improve the recovery rate twice 

larger than diffusion dominated pmcess. However, the eshated recovery rates are not 

attmctive enough to make the Ca-Vapex process economidly a viable project. This is 

primarily due to Limited solubility of carbon dioxide at the operating pressure limit of 1.5 

MPa In that regard, the viscosity of diluted bitumen is only 25 times less than that for 

undiluted bitumen. Propane and butane are capable to d u c e  the viscosity of bitumen by 3 

to 4 orders of magnitude and therefore have a far better chance to produce en economically 

viable project. 

7.5.2 Undergound Storage of C02 

From the above discussion, it appears that due to Limited solubility of carbon dioxide in 

heavy oil and small viscosity reduction, C a  is not likely to be an effective solvent for 

Vapex process. Moreover, since Vapex can not accommodate a signiscant amount of Ca, 

(only 3 to 5% by weight of the mixhue is comprised of C&), it has negligible impact on 

reduction of greenhow gases. In spite of the above limitations, mderground storage of 

C& or other greenhouse gases in depleted oil and bitumen reservoirs is still possible as a 

complementing phase in Vapex process. In that regard, injection of hydrocarbon solvents 

can initiate the Vapex process. Towards the completion of the process where recovery rates 

approach the economic cut-off value, in-situ hydrocarbon gases can be blown down and 

C@ injection can be started afterwards. 

One of the main parameters controlling the underground storage capacity of C 9  is the 

maximum operating pressure limit of the reservoir. This limit is primarily set by the tensile 

strength of the formation and the cap rock. Usually, shallow deposits have small 

overburden pressure and hence the stresses confining the rock are limited. Therefore, these 

formations can not sustain high operating pressures, or otherwise they would be ktwed. 

TO assure safk underground storage of greenhouse gases, more detailed investigation of 

rock mechanics in the proposed formations is necessary which is beyond the scope of this 

research. 



The following example is dedicated to examine the potential capability of C 9  

sequestmtion and reduction of greenhouse gases. 

Most heavy oil deposits in Canada lie at tempemtues in the rauge of 10 to 20°C. 

Assuming an average reservoir pressure of 1.5 MPa (which is typical in these formations), 

an average C& solubility of 4% (wt) and a formaton volume factor of Bc&.055 m3/scm 

can be expected. Experience h m  SAGD indicates that gravity drainage do* 

processes can recover up to 50-600!% of the original oil with a reasonable production rate. 

However, if only 20% of the 95 billion m3 nonomineable bitumen in Alberta is produced by 

SAGD or Vapex, it would create an underground storage capacity to accommodate 345 

billion scm of GHG, equivalent to 680 million ton C a .  On the global scale, this number is 

extremely small and is just equal to the current annual level of GHG emission in Canada 

At the same time, if we assume that 5% of the GHG emissions by electricity and steam 

generation plants in Alberta is captured and injected to such underground reservoirs, it can 

serve for only 27 years. Thmfore, sequestration of carbon dioxide or other m u s e  

gases into depleted oil and bitumen reservoirs is not likely to provide a long-term solution 

to GHG emission. 

D i h i o n  of C02 into bitumen is a time dependent process. Therefore, unless the number 

of injectors/reservoirs involved (in sequestration of C&) are significantly increased, it is 

not likely that Vapex or any other EOR method would be able to capture even a d 

&tion of annual GHG emission in Canada Therefore, it appears that the most effective 

long-term solution to the global warming problem, is direct reduction of such emissions. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSIONS, IMPORTATNT OBSERVATIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Experiments in Hele-Shaw cell indicate that incorporation of convective dispersion 

reduces the discrepancy between the experimental results and analytical models at 

identical values of Peclet number. It is important to mention that utilization of Taylor 

dispersion formulation (for computation of an effeetve difbion coefficient) in it's 

originel form is primarily for cursory exarmnatl 
. . on purposes. However, the main 

objective of this analysis is to highIight that convective dispersion is an important 

phenomenon, which has been overlooked in the context of Vapex modeling, even in the 

Hele-Shaw cell. 

2. Experiments in Hele-Shaw cell indicates that calculated effective diffbivity increases 

as the Peclet number is increased. This behavior is similar to the reported dispersion 

effects in porous media under favorable viscosity ratio. However, the same behavior 

was not observed during the analysis of Vapex experiments in porous media, where 

viscosity ratio is unfavorable. 

3. The coefficients of longitudinal and transverse dispersion in porous media (0.5 and 

0.0157) by earlier researchers are valid only in systems under favorable viscosity ratio. 

These conditions are not met in Vapex experiments and hence the corresponding 

dispersion coefficients are not valid. Additional experiments in porous media, 

dedicated to measurement of dispersion eifect under unfavorable viscosity ratio at low 

velocity, are necessary. 



4. Incorporation of viscosity ratio, as a matching parameter to the exirting correlations for 

estimation of dispersion coefficient appears to improve the quality of history match for 

almost all the experiments, both in Hele-Shaw cell and Sandpack 

5. Investigation of C@ solubility in bitumen indicates that only 3 to 5% by weight of the 

diluted oil is comprised of Ca. Therefore, the dissolved C@ in bitumen has negligible 

impact on temporary reduction of greenhouse gases. 

6. The created vapor chamber in Vapex bas some potentid for lmdergrormd storage of 

greenhouse gases. However, since the maximum safe injection prrssure Limit in such 

shallow reservoin is very small, underground storage capacity of the created vapor 

chamber is not significant. Therefore, the created vapor chamber is unable to capture 

even a small W o n  of the annual GHG emission in C a d  As the shrinkage factor 

of C& and hence storage capacity is directly related to injection pressure, the 

maximum injection presswe limit of such f o d o n s  have to be investigated through 

analysis of rock mechanics. 



1- Experiments in Hele-Shaw cell at lowered ternpemum resulted in asphaltene 

pmcipitation. This observation is similar to the results of experiments by previous 

investigators. 

2- Enhanced interfhcial mass tmnder in Vapex process is directly related to the amount of 

solvent dissolving into bitumen* In a steady state process (if achievable), the rate of 

recovery in the 2-phase region has to be baianced with that in the leading b n t  

Therefore, in a astegdy state process, mass transfer of the solvent at the leading front is 

the main limiting factor of the overall process. 

3- At the leading front, mass transfer is exclusively controlled by diffusion and dispersion 

processes. Longitudinal dispersion develops along the solvent/bitumen intertiwe (bulk 

flow direction), while transverse dispersion occurs perpendicular to this interfse and 

towards the bitumen buk. Incorporation of dispersion process into the mathematical 

model of Vapex can significantly improve the results. The combination of all the 

processes within the 2-phase region (increased surface area of contact, capillary 

imbibition and swface renewal, etc.) only tend to control the thickness of the 2-phase 

region, rather than influencing the rate of mass transfer. 

4- The effective diffusivity used for computation of Ns parameter in these analyses is 

calculated based on coupling the intrinsic molecular ditrusion coefficient of solvent in 

bitumen and dispersion processes in porous media. 

5- Analytical correlations from literature (Hayduk et al. 1973, Hayduk and Minhas 1982) 

appear to provide adequate estimates of molecular diffisivity as a hction of solvent 

concentration in bituminous systems. The correlation by Das & Butler (1996) is 

primarily based on matching the experimental recoveries in Hele-Shaw cell to an 



equation similar to tbat proposed by Hayduk et al. (1973). Since the cornlation by Das 

& Butler does not account for dispersion effecf~, it tends to overedmate the molecular 

diffirsion coefficient, and unde rcstimate the overall mass transfer, in t e r n  of a coupled 

diffusion-dispersion process in porous media 

6- Analyses of data from Vapex experiments in porous media indicate a direct relationship 

between viscosity ratio and the multiplier for a given Peclet number. In that regard, 

for a given particle diameter malting up the porous media, the required dispersion 

multiplier needed to history match the e x m e n t a l  data increases, as the viscosity ratio 

increase. 

7- Experimental data. in porous media also indicate an inverse relationship between 

particle diameter and dispersion coefficient f3 (sac equation 6.7), for a given viscosity 

ratio. This observation confirms the reported experiments by several authon that 

dispersion effects tend to increase as particle diameter gets smaller. Interestingly, 

earlier analytical models of dispersion (equation 3.1 and 3.2) were not capable to 

capture this behavior, even under favorable viscosity ratio. 

8- The main difference between the Heie-Shaw cell and porous media is that flow in Hele- 

Shaw cell is not affected by grain particles. Analysis of data suggests that there is an 

inverse relationship between dispersion and particle diameter (see Figure 6.10). This 

dependency is captured in analytical correlation for estimation of dispersion eff" in 

tenns of a negative exponent for Peclet number, as shown in equation 6.6. 



1- In order to verify the viability of dispersion e f f i  in Hele-Shaw cell environment, 

additional experiments with different cell spacing are recommended. In order to 

minimiP uncertainties associated with estimated viscosity and difkivity, identical 

solute/solvent pair should be used in several different cell spacing. 

2- The Taylor-type dispersion in HeleShaw cell can be mathematically modeled. The 

starting point for this modeling is development of a momentum balance based on a two- 

dimensional velocity distribution, as explained in Chapter-5. The result of this modeling 

would provide a relationship for calculation of velocity distribution, replacing equation 

5.7. This can be fbrther linked with a solvent mass balance and subsequently solved 

with respect to appropriate boundary conditions. Our earlier attempt had indicated that 

due to non-symmetric velocity profile in Hele-Shaw cell, analytical modeling of the 

process is extremely complex and the resultant equation would be rather solved 

numdcall y. 

3- Atthough laboratory experbents are extremely time consuming, measurement of 

a i v i t y  vs. concentration by these techniques provides more reliable results and are 

strongly recommended. Laboratory investigations (Oballa & Butler 1989, Upreti 2000) 

indicate that in some systems, intrinsic difhsivity reaches a maximum value at the 

intermediate concentration range. This behavior could be due to simplification of the 

solution mixture in terms of a binary system. Existence of asphaltenes, particularly in 

bituminous solutions, violates the assumption of a binary system and in turn might 

cause the observed peak dihivi ty  at intermediate concentration. Therefore, fbther 

refinement of the theoretical models for analysis of experimental data might be 

necessary. 
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